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ABSTRACT 

Facial expression detection by a machine is a valuable topic for Human Computer Interaction and has 

been a study issue in the behavioural science for some time. Recently, significant progress has been 

achieved in machine analysis of facial expressions but there are still some interests to study the area 

in order to extend its applications. 

This work investigates the theoretical concepts behind facial expressions and leads to the proposal of 

new algorithms in face detection and facial feature localisation, design and construction of a prototype 

system to test these algorithms. The overall goals and motivation of this work is to introduce vision 

based techniques able to detect and recognise the facial expressions. In this context, a facial 

expression prototype system is developed that accomplishes facial segmentation (i.e. face detection, 

facial features localisation), facial features extraction and features classification. To detect a face, a 

new simplified algorithm is developed to detect and locate its presence from the background by 

exploiting skin colour properties which are then used to distinguish between face and non-face 

regions. This allows facial parts to be extracted from a face using elliptical and box regions whose 

geometrical relationships are then utilised to determine the positions of the eyes and mouth through 

morphological operations. The mean and standard deviations of segmented facial parts are then 

computed and used as features for the face. For images belonging to the same class, these features 

are applied to the K-mean algorithm to compute the centroid point of each class expression. This is 

repeated for images in the same expression class. The Euclidean distance is computed between 

each feature point and its cluster centre in the same expression class. This determines how close a 

facial expression is to a particular class and can be used as observation vectors for a Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM) classifier. Thus, an HMM is built to evaluate an expression of a subject as belonging to 

one of the six expression classes, which are Joy, Anger, Surprise, Sadness, Fear and Disgust by an 

HMM using distance features. To evaluate the proposed classifier, experiments are conducted on 

new subjects using 100 video clips that contained a mixture of expressions. The average successful 

detection rate of 95.6% is measured from a total of 9142 frames contained in the video clips. The 

proposed prototype system processes facial features parts and presents improved results of facial 

expressions detection rather than using whole facial features as proposed by previous authors. This 

work has resulted in four contributions: the Ellipse Box Face Detection Algorithm (EBFDA), Facial 

Features Distance Algorithm (FFDA), Facial features extraction process, and Facial features 

classification. These were tested and verified using the prototype system. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Facial expressions are the most expressive and non-verbal way to display human emotions. Although 

humans have the ability to distinguish and recognise faces, such tasks are difficult for machines. This 

has inspired a considerable number of researchers to study the area. Facial recognition is useful for 

designing human-machine interface where the computer could be deployed to detect user 

expressions and initiate communications based on the knowledge of such expressions (Lee et al., 

2008). 

Research on facial analysis and recognition were due to earlier psychologists, (Mehrabian, 1968; 

Ekman, 1992), who attempted to categorise expressions as an attempt to understand their meanings. 

In the last two decades, an increased attention has been drawn from computer scientists to 

participate in this research (Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2000; Fan et al., 2008; Praseeda and Sasikumar, 

2008). This has been demonstrated by the application of machine learning techniques for detecting 

and recognising facial expressions from still and video images (Datcu and Rothkrantz, 2007; Lekshmi 

et al., 2008; Sree and Babu, 2008). A facial expression system is useful in many applications such as 

behavioural research, video conferencing and various vision systems as it can provide some evidence 

as to the likely emotional state of subjects. 

A facial expression is a visible demonstration of the affective state, cognitive activity, intention, and 

psychological behaviour of a person (Lindquist and Barrett, 2008). As cited in Gomathi et al. (2009), 

facial expressions have a significant effect on a listening speaker. These authors stated that, the 

facial expression of a speaker describes about 55% of the effect of the spoken message, 38% 

expresses the voice intonation and 7% represents the message words. Therefore, the information 

content of facial expressions can play an important role where humans interact with computers.  

Analysis and detection of facial expressions by a machine is a challenging task. Computer vision 

techniques have been applied for the understanding of facial expression detection. Such applications 

have been reported in Lekshmi et al. (2008) for face detection, (Hannuksela et al., 2004; Maruf and 

Rezaei, 2006; Weiwei and Nannan, 2009) for facial feature extraction and (Mohamed et al., 2006) for 

face recognition. In a face-to-face meeting, humans can interpret or understand their non-verbal 

communication. However, several problems exist in relation to computer analysis of humans through 

non-verbal communication such as the evaluation of facial expressions, postures, gestures, and eye 

gazes (Lin, 2006). A facial expression is one of the essential data used for behavioural analysis. The 

main problem with the use of such data is that, it cannot always be detected correctly as the 

appearance of the expression may be different between people (i.e. not always universal). Therefore, 
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an expression can be confused in the detection process. Other problems in facial recognition include 

difficulties in recognising images due to changes in illumination, occlusions and changes of the face. 

Classical facial expression detection systems consist of several stages: image acquisition, image pre-

processing, Face Detection, facial feature detection, feature extraction and classification as illustrated 

in Figure1.1.  

 

Figure 1.1: Facial expression detection system 

In the image acquisition stage, the captured images are obtained from a video camera. This is 

followed by an image pre-processing stage where the captured images are enhanced by eliminating 

noise to reduce the bulk of the data size for later processing. The face segmentation stage primarily 

consists of two processes. The first is the face detection process that is responsible for identifying if a 

face exists in the image. The second is the facial features detection process that is responsible for 

estimating the position of the eyes and mouth of the face. The face segmentation stage is followed by 

the feature extraction stage which is used to extract salient features from the face. Finally, the 

classification stage classifies these features into various categories of expressions. The main 

approaches are reviewed in detail later on in this thesis. 
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1.2 Research motivation 

This work addresses the problem of detecting facial expressions by analysing video sequences. 

Initial work is cantered on the analysis of images of subjects’ faces. The face region is detected to 

locate where the facial features are likely to be. These features are extracted and integrated into the 

techniques used for the analysis of facial expressions in the video sequences. 

 

Computer systems have been incorporated intensively in many applications in our lives such as 

surveillance, human-machine interaction, mobile phone and security. This work is motivated by the 

desire to reduce the intensive computations in previous work. Therefore, new algorithms are 

developed in this work to achieve better results.  

1.3 Research aims and objectives 

This research aims to  

1. Analyse and devise a framework for a detection system for facial expressions that relies on 

computer vision techniques as applied to video sequences. 

2. Propose new algorithms to reduce the processing steps and complex computations. 

3. Achieve more accurate facial expression detection by analysing a combination of multiple 

facial features, including eyes and mouth. 

The objectives of this research are to: 

1. Investigate and analyse current techniques used to detect facial expressions. 

2. Design and implement new algorithms to improve the face segmentation, facial feature 

extraction using statistical methods to enhance the classification stage. 

3. Test and verify the correctness of proposed algorithms based on laboratory derived image 

sequences. 

4. Design a prototype system that verifies the new algorithms by detecting and analysing six 

facial expressions which are joy, anger, disgust, fear, surprise and sadness.  

5. Test and evaluate the prototype system based on the design in Figure 1.1. 

6. Compare and evaluate the prototype system against previous research. 

1.4 Research methodology 

The research methodology central to this work is as follows: 

1. Literature review: Review and summarise previous researchers’ works in relation to this 

work. 
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2. Problem definition and analysis: Study and review existing techniques of face detection 

and recognition and adapt them for use in facial expression analysis. The problem of the 

research is defined with proposed aims and objectives. 

3. Prototype system design and implementation: Design and implement a prototype system 

that is able to extract features from time-series facial images, by analysing and classifying 

them into expressions with the aim of testing and verifying the new proposed algorithms. 

4. Experiments: Experiments are performed on the proposed facial expression detection 

prototype system using laboratory captured images. 

5. Prototype system testing and evaluation: Test the functionality of the prototype system 

and evaluate it against previous researches.  

1.5 Scope and limitations of the research 

The constraints imposed on the proposed prototype system are: 

1. The research utilises previous work in psychology that identified facial expressions (Ekman 

and Friesen, 1978; Ekman and Davidson, 1994). The six major expressions are: joy, anger, 

disgust, fear, surprise and sadness. 

2. Head movements of the subjects must be negligible to reduce false detections. 

3. Distance between the camera and subjects must be constant to reduce the excessive 

computation in scaling images to the same size. 

4. Normal room lighting conditions are considered for consistency in the captured images. 

5. Emotions are not considered in this research as they require psychological input. 

1.6 Thesis organisation 

Chapter 2 reviews the literature work conducted on computer vision techniques relevant to this 

research. The basic concepts of image processing are introduced briefly. In addition, it outlines details 

regarding face detection, facial features extraction and classification. 

Chapter 3 develops a novel face segmentation method that is presented in three sections: skin 

segmentation, face detection and facial feature localisation. Skin segmentation is implemented by 

building a skin colour model based on normalised colour space. Consequently, the proposed face 

detection algorithm is applied when the skin regions are obtained based on their properties. 

Furthermore, the proposed facial feature localisation algorithm for feature extraction is presented. 

Chapter 4 introduces a novel feature extraction techniques based on statistical methods. The 

extracted features are processed by computing vectors of the mean and standard deviation for the 
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detected features. Observation vectors are used to calculate the centroid of features for each 

expression class. These centroids are passed on as inputs for facial expression detection. 

Chapter 5 presents and examines the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) technique used as a 

classification mechanism for facial expression detection based on observations vectors derived from 

features.  

Chapter 6 discusses experimental results derived from the proposed facial expression system. 

Laboratory captured images consisting of different ages, gender and races were used for testing the 

prototype system. 

Chapter 7 summarises and compares this work of this thesis against those of other authors. Research 

conclusions and suggestion for the future work are also presented in the chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter reviews important techniques and concepts regarding previous work applied in this 

research. 

2.1 Facial imaging  

Facial imaging is a popular research area committed to the extraction and analysis of human facial 

information. It gives rise to face detection and tracking, facial feature detection, face recognition, facial 

expression and emotion recognition. 

A plethora of applications include facial detection and recognition systems for security (Prince et al., 

2006), criminal identification (Manohar et al., 2007), surveillance (Lei et al., 2009), human-computer 

interaction (Guan et al., 2009), and biometric authentication (Dabbah et al., 2008). 

This concerns colour, shape and spatial measurements of the face or its components (Yang et al., 

2002; Patton et al., 2006). In general, face segmentation is the first step to process facial expression 

systems that includes face detection and facial feature localisation. Several approaches are available 

for face segmentation as discussed by Berbar et al. (2006) and Lekshmi et al. (2008). Mahmoud 

(2008), stated that face detection and feature localisation in image sequences can be rapidly 

identified if skin colour segmentation is used. This is usually achieved by computing the probability of 

a pixel belonging to the skin or non-skin based on a particular colour space. Several colour spaces 

have been proposed which use colour characteristics to classify the skin pixels. The usual processing 

technique is based on the elimination of luminance from the image data leaving only the chrominance. 

Therefore, the image data is re-represented in two colour components. As long as luminance is 

ignored; the chrominance colour reduces the image representation. 

2.1.1 Problems associated with facial imaging processing 

Face detection depends on the characteristic of the acquired image and can be very sensitive to 

noise and poor lighting conditions (Phimoltares et al., 2007). Ekenel and Rainer (2009) stated that the 

challenging factors related to face detection include the pose, structural components, facial 

expression, illumination, occlusion, and image quality of the subjects. For example, with respect to the 

pose of the subject, the position of the face can cause some parts of the face such as eyes and nose 

to be occluded in the captured image. In terms of the structural components, features such as beard, 

moustache and glasses, may not result in the correct face detection as these are subject to changes. 

Similarly, individual affective natural changes with time could cause some difficulties in the machine’s 

correct identification. The other problem concerns occlusion where faces may be partially occluded by 
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other objects such as a scarf, hat or some faces by other faces in an image consisting of a group of 

people. 

To implement the face detection and localisation or its parts within an image sequence, the face 

location is firstly determined, and it is then used for estimating the facial features localisation in the 

subsequent images. 

2.2 Face detection methods 

Many methods have been proposed to address the problem of face detection. The idea of face 

detection is to identify the face regardless of changes in lighting conditions, poses and facial 

expressions. Although existing techniques are not appropriate for images that have a combination of 

occlusions as mentioned above, most of the face detection techniques initially identify the face skin 

region before the face is finally classified. As cited in Nallaperumal et al. (2008), face detection 

techniques can be categorised into four categories: knowledge-based, facial feature-based, 

appearance-based and template matching methods. The following section discusses methods applied 

in face detection. 

2.2.1 Knowledge-based method 

This method depends on the use of production rules based on extracted features to detect the face. 

Rules capture and describe the relation between the features of a face. In a more detail, the face in 

an image declares the relation between the eyes to be symmetric to each other and has a relative 

distance to the nose and mouth that represents facial feature relationship. These methods translate 

the human knowledge to well-defined rules. If the rules are more general, they may fail to detect the 

right face. However, if the rules are not more specific, they may fail to detect some faces (Berbar et 

al., 2006; Aamer et al., 2007). 

Berbar et al.(2006) built a skin colour model from samples of different skin tones based on explicitly 

defined skin regions where, the components of RGB colour converted to the YCbCr colour space . The 

skin detector tests every pixel in the values of chrominance colours CbCr, which are calculated in the 

input image if they satisfy the following set of ranges as defined in equations 2.1 - 2.3 (Hu et al., 

2003b; Hu et al., 2003a).  

137 <  Cr  < 177  (2.1)

77 < Cb <127  (2.2)

190 < Cb+0.6Cr < 215  (2.3)
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where  

Cb = -0.169R - 0.332G + 0.500B  (2.4)

Cr = 0.500R - 0.419G - 0.081B  (2.5)

In the work of Berbar et al. (2006), they scanned the image and applied the above inequalities to 

detect skin regions. Each pixel in the image is considered to be skin if its value falls within the range 

in accordance with above inequalities. Having identified skin regions then each sub-skin region is 

subsequently searched for features. 

2.2.2 Facial feature-based method 

This method is used to find facial features that are not affected by posture, light conditions or other 

factors. Some researchers have introduced methods to locate invariant features on the faces such as 

mouth, nose, eyes, and eyebrows (Zhang, 2008). However, such features can be easily depraved by 

illumination, noise (occlusion) and poses. 

Viola and Jones (2004) applied their method to effectively solve the problem of face detection. They 

proposed a fast object detection that is based on a cascade of classifiers where each one uses one or 

more Harr-like features and trained using the AdaBoost algorithm. A weak classifier considers the 

rectangular region as a face if a Harr-like feature is greater than a threshold. However, as implied by 

Wilson and Fernandez (2006) that the introduced method by Viola and Jones (2004) does not 

response reliably because false positive rate that is also quite high.  

Mahoor and Abdel-Mottaleb (2006) and Mahoor et al.(2006) presented an improved Active Shape 

Model (ASM) for facial features extraction. They were inspired by the original ASM developed by 

Cootes et al. (1995) which suffered from some factors such as poor model initialisation. ASM models 

the intensity of the local structure of the facial features, and uses a simple Euclidean transformation to 

align the shape model in the new image. The improved approach uses the colour information to 

enhance the ASM for facial features that are used to locate and centre the mouth and eyes. The ASM 

is initialised by applying 2D affine transformation to align facial features that are not oriented correctly 

due to head pose variations. This allows the aligned facial features to re-compensate the differences 

in head poses. It also uses normalised RGB colour space to improve the model. Each colour satisfies 

a multivariate normal distribution and uses the weighted sum of multivariate Gaussian models to 

model the local structure of the feature points. 

Phimoltares et al. (2007) presented an algorithm for detecting the face from images using a mean 

face template and a Canny edge detector. The mean face template was generated by averaging 
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intensity of image faces of same size. A Canny edge detector is selected to find the edge image from 

a colour, grey or binary image. Their method differs from other edge detection methods, in that, it 

includes the weak edges in the output only if they are connected to the strong edges. The edge image 

is further compared with their introduced face template. Face template is converted to black-and-white 

version and edge version by using the Canny edge detector. However, regions are discarded if there 

are no features detected. They reported that the face detection system failed to detect unusual 

positions of faces as the boundary regions of faces can be overlapped when the faces in the image 

are small and have low contrast.  

Mondal et al. (2010) proposed a method for face detection by using a geometric definition of human 

face. They computed the mean and variance of the input image to obtain a median filter that was 

used to reduce the noise effect within the image. The face region was detected based on the 

technique of human face geometry and centre of gravity template matching.  

2.2.3 Appearance-based method 

This method is based on the use of statistical analysis and machine learning to compute facial 

features in order to determine if there is a face or not. It uses the models learned from a set of training 

images where the key method of face detection is based on the image intensity. Therefore, the 

method is not sufficient to detect the face with images that have poor quality intensity and occlusions. 

Normalisation of the both training and test images is essential in this technique. 

The appearance-based method uses models derived from a set of training images that captures the 

changeable characteristics of facial appearance. A trained classifier gives the input image to face or 

non-face classes. The technique has a high detection rate but slower as compared to facial feature-

based techniques. In addition, it has the advantage of being simple to implement, but it cannot 

efficiently handle differences in scale, pose and shape (Aamer et al., 2007). The following paragraphs 

demonstrate examples of the various techniques used part of this method. 

The most well known appearance-based method is the Eigen faces technique. Turk and Pentland 

(1991) developed a near real-time Eigen faces systems motivated by PCA for face recognition using 

Eigen faces and the Euclidean distance measure. Their method computes the Eigenvectors of the 

covariance matrix of the set of face images. These Eigenvectors can be considered as a set of 

features that combine to characterise the variation between facial images. 

The Eigen face method has advantages of that it is fast, efficient and does not require a high storage 

of data. However, it has the disadvantage that, it is unable to deal with facial hair and skin scarring, 

identify image faces of different scales, lighting, and intensity (Steinhoff et al., 2005; Latha et al., 

2009; Toure and Beiji, 2010). 
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Neural networks present a productive machine learning environment for appearance based methods. 

Mustafa and Abdelazeem (2005) designed a system to detect frontal faces in the colour images. Their 

system was based on skin detection and neural networks algorithms. The skin detection algorithm 

was skin colour model based on normalised RGB colour space to detect the face candidate regions. 

This was followed by a two-layer feed-forward network that was used to classify a set of images as 

faces or non-faces after the system had been trained. 

Rizon et al. (2006) developed a model to identify unknown face by using Eigen faces and Neural 

Network. Eigen faces were computed from image intensities of human frontal faces to represent face 

features. Eigen faces represent unique feature vectors. These feature vectors are used in a neural 

network to measure the similarity between images and hence to classify faces. Smach et al. (2006) 

implemented a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) to classify faces as a face or non-face patterns. They 

stated that their experiments achieved a 99.67% classification.  

Sahoolizadeh et al. (2008) proposed a Gabor wavelet faces combined with extended neural network 

feature space to classify faces. Facial features were extracted using 64 Gabor filters. These features 

were applied to a Multilayer Perceptron for the face detection. Their experiments showed that were 

able to achieve a detection rate between 77.9% and 90.3% in a set of 130 test images. 

Latha et al. (2009) used a holistic approach for face recognition. The Gabor transform was used to 

extract features from images. The resulting images were applied to a Neural Network for classification 

as face or non-face. These were applied to principal component analysis (PCA) based classifier for 

recognition. Their result showed that the performance of the system as demonstrated by a recognition 

rate between 80% and 90% using 300 face images was achievable. 

A hybrid system based on Pseudo two-dimension HMMs (P2D-HMM) and an Artificial Neural Network 

for face recognition was proposed by Bevilacqua et al. (2007). Pseudo Two-Dimensional Hidden 

Markov Models (P2D-HMMs) are an extension of the one-dimensional HMMs, applied to two-

dimensional data. P2D-HMMs are developed by linking one dimensional left to right HMMs to form 

vertical super-HMM. The super-states are the model of the sequence of rows in the face image and 

the linear 1D-HMMs, which are inside the super-states. Their system produced a recognition rate 

typically of over 99%.  

2.2.4 Template matching method 

The template matching method is used to detect an individual face in images. The idea of template 

matching is to compute the correlation between given images and a template face to determine if 

given images have faces or no faces. Manoria et al. (2007) used a template face to determine if the 

segmented region is a face or not. The template face is resized according to the region size based on 
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the measurement of height and width of this region. The angular position and the centroid region are 

first determined. Then the template is rotated to fit the region. The correlation between them is 

computed and if it is more than 0.6, then the region is matched and classified as a face. Otherwise it 

is classified as non-face. The template matching method is a well known technique that can be 

applied to images containing more than one face. 

2.3 Facial features’ segmentation 

The facial detection and facial feature localisation are important processes in order to perform certain 

relevant tasks in computer vision. These tasks include efficient feature extraction methods for face 

recognition, facial modelling and facial expression systems analysis. In general, facial features are 

represented by salient points in face region such as eyes, nose and mouth. Similarly, the eyebrows, 

nostrils and chin tip can be used as facial landmarks. 

Facial features detection bears the same challenging problems as face detection. Both are prone to 

personal changes such as gender, race, occlusions, illumination, expression, and pose. They are also 

susceptible to variation in illumination due to lighting conditions.  

With respect to facial feature segmentation for expression analysis, two types of approaches have 

been discussed in the literature. These are facial feature-based and holistic approaches. The facial 

feature-based method locates the shape of facial parts such as the mouth, eyes, and nose in a face 

region. Features are then extracted from the region. In the holistic- based method, image filters, 

typically, Gabor wavelets are applied to the whole face or specific regions of the face image to extract 

feature vectors.  

2.3.1 Facial feature-based approaches 

Facial feature-based approaches rely on detection and localisation of the facial features such as eyes, 

nose, mouth and their geometrical relationships. These methods identify a region in the face where 

possible features are located. Contours of human faces can be used to distinguish them from different 

objects within an image. Research conducted by Arof et al. (2008) used the Hough transform to 

detect edges from a face region from which they extracted salient features. Lekshmi et al. (2008) 

located the facial region by using a segmentation based on K-means algorithm. Eyes regions were 

located in the upper face region using the area information of all the connected pixels. Nose and 

mouth were identified along the middle of two eyes in the lower half. Other researchers used the 

blobs and the lines instead of edges where the darkest blobs represent the facial features such as 

eyes and mouth (Maglogiannis et al., 2009). In general, the work of this thesis is inspired by this 

technique. 
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2.3.2 Holistic approaches 

Holistic approaches perform a subspace analysis in the image space to extract facial feature vectors 

(Khandait et al., 2009).  

Active Shape Models (ASM) Zanella et al. (2005) and Mahoor et al. (2006) are statistical models 

which iteratively move toward structures in the images similar to a set of training images. The aim of 

ASM is to construct a model that describes typical variation of facial shapes. Although ASM has been 

used for face region detection, it is used here as a mechanism for facial features localisation. Different 

images are used in the training set in order to allow the model to capture typical variations of faces 

and extract their features.  

Phimoltares et al. (2007) proposed a system in which a Canny edge detector and face templates were 

used to recognise the face region. Having extracted the region of interest, seven inputs parameters 

were defined. The first two parameters represent the position of any given image pixel with regard to 

the centre of face image. The remaining five parameters represent the width of the face and the 

Euclidean distances measured from four corners, upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right, to 

the centre of face image, respectively. Then a neural visual model (NVM) that consists of a multi-layer 

perceptron network (MLP) is used to recognise all possibilities facial feature positions. The Radon 

transform was used in this work to obtain invariant facial features due to rotations within the image. 

These features are then applied to the NVM for classification.  

Weiwei and Nannan (2009) introduced an algorithm that extracts facial features on 17 fiducial points 

by Active Appearance Models (AAMs) and characterised with Gabor wavelet analysis. In comparison, 

the Standard AAM (Cootes et al., 1995) located 58 fiducial points as an outline to the main face 

image. This means that, it uses fewer features and hence results in an efficient classification. 

Furthermore, based on their experimental results not all the points were necessary to represent local 

features. They claimed that the performance of AAMs with Gabor wavelet is better than AAM with 

PCA.  

A hybrid algorithm proposed by Yuen et al. (2010) aimed to reduce the effect of beard and moustache 

for facial features detection. It computes facial features based on template matching before 

classification. The algorithm computes the location of eyes pupils from intensity valleys. Morphological 

operations are used to eliminate noises and unwanted artefacts in the image. A corner detection 

technique Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus (SUSAN) is used to refine the exact 

location of the mouth. Finally, a template matching is used to classify faces based on the extracted 

features. 
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Despite the success of these methods, it is sensitive to variation of poses and illumination changes, 

especially if there is significant difference between the contrast of the test set and that of the training 

set. Facial-based methods, on other hand, have some advantages over the holistic methods. In that, 

they are more flexible against of noise and illumination, robust and require less computational cost to 

detect features (Khandait et al., 2010). 

2.4 Facial features classification 

The fundamental issue about the facial expression classification is to define a set of categories to deal 

with. The classification of facial expressions can be computationally intensive and complex due to the 

large data involved (Zhan et al., 2008; Littlewort et al., 2009). Therefore, feature extraction is 

employed to resolve the above problems by reducing the dimensionality of the data.  

Previous researchers have identified several techniques such as supervised learning and statistical 

methods for classification. In supervised learning, algorithms learn from the training data to improve 

their performance (Kelly et al., 2008). The support vector machine (SVM) (Lee et al., 2008) and neural 

networks (Praseeda and Sasikumar, 2008) are well known methods that are used in these 

circumstances. 

Johnson and Wichern(2007) discussed the use of statistical methods in conjunction with covariance 

matrices for classification. In their work, a single Gaussian and a Gaussian mixture are applied to 

classify skin and facial expression recognition.  

Mufti and Khanam (2006) classified facial expressions using facial actions that are related to 

expressions while Maglogiannis et al. (2009) used states of some facial parts such as eyes and 

mouth in the classification process. The following sections discuss these techniques in detail. 

2.4.1 Facial Action Coding System (FACS) 

Ekman and Friesen (1978) developed the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) to code facial 

expressions where movements on the face are described by a set of action units (AUs). It codes the 

facial action using 44 facial Action Units (AUs) from psychology point of view. Each AU has some 

related muscular basis. FACS divides the face into upper and lower face action and splits each sub-

face into action units (AUs). Some of the action units are shown in Figure 2.1.  

 
 

      

AU1 AU2 AU4 AU5 AU6 AU7 
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AU15 AU17 AU20 AU25 AU26 AU27 

Figure 2.1: Some Examples of facial action units (Ekman and Friesen, 1978) as cited in (Tong et al., 

2007) 

Psychologists have stated that people are born with the ability to produce six facial expressions such 

as joy, anger, disgust, fear, surprise and sadness. The other expressions are learned from the 

environments (Lindquist and Barrett, 2008). 

FACS was not applied in Computer Vision for facial behaviour until the 1990s. According to the rules 

of FACS, a trained computer program automatically decomposes the expression into a specific set of 

AUs that describe these expressions. 

Zhang and Ji (2005) described a system in which they used a combination of AU layer and a Dynamic 

Bayesian network (DBN) to classify Ekman and Friesen’s (1978) six expressions. The AU layer 

quantified the input values representing eye brows, lips, cheeks and wrinkles. The output of this is fed 

to a DBN unit which classifies the data into Ekman and Friesen’s expressions. Their method was able 

to deal with occluded faces as different templates could be used as inputs to the AU layer. The 

advantage of their system is that the DBN gives it an added robustness. Its disadvantage is due to 

excessive computations required by the AU layer to manipulate a number of templates.  

Tong et al. (2007) proposed a hierarchical framework based on DBNs to represent to represent 

probabilistic relationships among various AUs and to account for the temporal changes in facial action 

development. Instead of recognising each AU or AU combinations individually or statically as other 

people do, they proposed a more reliable and consistent approach that did not ignore the semantic 

relationships between the AUs and their dynamics. 

The use of action coding for facial expressions is implemented manually as described by a set of 

action units. This process can be often time consuming at the peak of the expression as inputs are 

still images of facial expressions (Valenti et al., 2008). 

Although FACS is an efficient method, a trained FACS takes on average two hours to code two 

minutes of video and must be performed frame by frame. Therefore, it is time consuming and its 

processing is intensive (Ryan et al., 2009). 
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2.4.2 Artificial Neural Networks  

Artificial Neural Networks are widely used in facial expression recognition to classify Ekman’s Facial 

Action system based on AUs and facial muscle movement. An expression is recognised by identifying 

an AU or combinations of AUs that are related to a particular face.  

Loh et al. (2006) proposed a method for facial expression recognition using Gabor Wavelet for facial 

feature extraction and a Back-propagation Neural Network for classification. Their system measured 

four expressions which are neutral, smile, confuse and sleepy. An overall average of 83.75% correct 

classification was achieved. They attributed the misclassification to be due to the similarity between 

neutral and smile expressions. 

Lekshmi and Sasikumar (2008) introduced a method to analyse facial expression from images by 

applying Gabor wavelet transform (GWT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Their input images 

were normalised to the same size to reduce the computational time and complexity (i.e. thus, reducing 

further the number of Gabor filters). The ensuing vectors are applied to a Radial Basis Function 

Network (RBFN) for classification. Their results showed that, using images contained in three different 

databases, recognition rates computed for various expressions were over 90% for anger, 70% for 

happy, 90% for neutral and 90% for surprise. 

Although, ANN has been used in various facial applications, it is hard to find the optimal network 

structure, learning parameters (i.e. learning rate) and training time can be long. Moreover, changing 

the data of the features require retraining the ANN to recognise the data. Therefore, using ANN can 

be time consuming and memory intensive. 

2.4.3 Statistical approaches  

Humans find it difficult to understand and distinguish facial expressions let alone computers or 

machines. Different statistical methods have been proposed to classify facial expressions. Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the techniques that are used for facial expression analysis. The SVM 

is used to find the maximum margin between the different expressions and models facial expressions 

using least squares regression algorithm. Lee et al. (2008) used SVM to recognise facial expressions 

from a sequence of images. The facial feature displacements tracked by the optical flow are used as 

input parameters to SVM in order to classify the facial expression. Optical flow is a method used to 

estimate the motion of the brightness pattern in the image for motion detection. 

Lekshmi and Sasikumar (2009) presented a method to analyse four expressions using Gabor features 

derived from facial images. An SVM is used to classify different kinds of facial expressions such as 

happy, normal, surprise and sad. Their method showed an average recognition rate of 88%. The 
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system had a low computational complexity as compared with existing methods. The SVM has an 

advantage over ANN as the learning and its ability to predict expressions is much faster than a 

multilayer neural network. 

Bayesian Network (BN) is another technique that is used for facial expression analysis. Gu and Ji 

(2006) presented the BN and a first-order HMM integrated with FAC for the recognition of fatigue 

expressions. Infrared eye detector is used to estimate the pupils and detect the face. Facial 

expressions were described by AUs proposed by Ekman and Friesen (1978). 

Valenti et al. (2007) developed a facial expression recognition system that used extracted features as 

input to a BN classifier for recognising different facial expressions. They utilised the classifier to 

enhance the performance of facial expression recognition and concluded that, the learning structure 

of BN showed that there was a weak dependency between the motion in the lower part of the face 

and the upper face. This implies that facial expression detection is time series dependent and justifies 

the use of HMM as discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is an important statistical tool used for time series analysis and 

classification in video sequences. An HMM has the ability to identify a hidden state from observed 

data that makes it an ideal method for behavioural analysis. HMM has been used an applications 

such as hand writing, speech and character recognition (Elmezain et al., 2008b) and sign language 

recognition (Hieu and Nitsuwat, 2008). 

Zhou et al. (2004) proposed an embedded HMM (EHMM) based on AdaBoost for real-time facial 

expression recognition. AdaBoost is a learning algorithm that produces a “strong” classifier as a linear 

combination of a number of “weak” classifiers. Embedded HMM consists of a set of super states that 

are used to model a set of HMM. The transition between the super states in the EHMM is different 

from transition within each HMM. Their proposed system used five basic expressions: normal, laugh, 

anger, sleep and surprise. Similarly, Cheng et al. (2008) proposed a Buried Markov Model (BMM) for 

facial expression recognition based on video image sequences. BMM is an improved technology of 

HMM. It adds specific cross-observation dependencies between observation elements in order to 

increase the accuracy and discrimination. Therefore, adding more conditional dependencies can 

increase the complexity of the computations and memory requirements as compared with HMM. 

Furthermore, a Dual-HMM was proposed by Zhang (2008) to detect drowsiness behaviour in human 

based on Gegenbauer Feature. The proposed system detected two states Drowse or Normal. The 

successful detection rate was 72%. 

Murthy and Jadon (2009) proposed a method to recognise facial expressions as defined in Ekman 

and Friesen work using Eiganface method. The distance between the input image vector and the 

vector space of each facial expression recognise expressions. Their method was effective for facial 
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expression recognition but it requires a high storage of data because six subspaces are calculated 

according to each expression. Their best recognition rate was 83% for the surprise category. 

However, the techniques for classification of facial expressions from image sequences such as neural 

networks, template method based on minimum distance measures AAM and SVM. These techniques 

lack sufficient expressive power to capture the spatial, temporal dependencies and uncertainties 

exhibited by facial expressions. On other hand, HMM is appropriate for modelling uncertainties in time 

series data and hence able to classify expressions in video sequences. 

2.5 Relevance of existing work to this research 

The goal of this research is to build on the knowledge from previous research and discuss developing 

new methods to achieve facial expression detection. This literature review has revealed the following:  

1. The face detection technique based on the skin colour information has an advantage over others 

in its simplicity in generating simple skin detection rules and thus allowing the building of faster 

classifiers. It is noted that, human skin colours are easily identified and shown to have similar 

chrominance components across different human races. This research will use the skin colour 

information to develop new algorithms for facial skin region detection. 

2. Once a face region is detected, existing techniques based geometric models can be used to 

search for pupils of the eyes. This research aims to utilise a simplified method to locate the 

features. This will be based on a morphological operation to segment the features.  

3. Facial features are extracted by other researchers using facial displacement methods, and Gabor 

filters. Given the problems identified earlier in this chapter, methods of this research aim to use 

standard statistical techniques, such as the mean, and standard deviations for each feature. In 

addition, a K-means algorithm is used to compute the centroid point of each feature within an 

expression class. 

4. The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is an important statistical tool for time-series analysis and 

classification. Previous work has demonstrated that it is robust and can be used as an efficient 

tool for facial behavioural analysis. Hence, the HMM has the ability to classify and process facial 

features that are extracted from video sequences. This research will use this tool as a classifier to 

process the facial features and recognise facial expressions. 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter has reviewed previous techniques that relate to facial analysis systems. This included 

face detection, facial features detection, facial feature extraction and facial feature classification. 

However, in some literatures, face detection were integrated with facial features localisation. The 
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following three chapters will discuss the design of the proposed facial expression system in terms of 

face segmentation (i.e. face detection and facial features detection), facial feature extraction, and 

facial feature classification. 
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CHAPTER 3: FACE SEGMENTATION DESIGN 

Face detection and feature localisation are necessary for facial expression analysis. For example in 

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and video surveillance, facial expression detection helps to 

identify the moods of subjects. Facial expressions are time dependent therefore video sequences are 

used in this study. It is interesting to note that, the skin segmentation is a significant key used in such 

a study. In general, extracting the face regions from the original images is the first step in facial 

expressions analysis systems. This process helps to reduce the intensive computation in the later 

stages of the analysis and to remove any unwanted artefacts from the background.  

This chapter introduces simple and accurate methods to detect face regions and facial features. 

These methods are intended to simplify and improve the processing speed for the detection of facial 

expressions. The following sections discuss the techniques used and where necessary experiments 

are conducted to substantiate the design theory. 

3.1 Colour space and skin colour model theory 

Colour information in images are useful in identifying skin regions and can be used efficiently in 

human face segmentation process (Sergyan, 2009). The procedure used to achieve skin detection 

are firstly to select the proper colour space and secondly to choose the skin colour model. The aim of 

skin colour detection is to classify each pixel as skin or non-skin. This method of classification is 

robust and appropriate for different races with different type of skin. The next section briefly reviews 

the most popular colour spaces and their properties. 

3.1.1 Colour space  

The RGB colour space is one of the most widely used for processing and storing of digital image data. 

Colours are usually represented as the combinations of three primary colour which are red (R), green 

(G), and blue (B) with the form of three dimensional vectors (R, G, B). However, RGB is not suitable 

for skin colour modelling because of the space dimensionality. RGB colour space is often transformed 

to other colour spaces based on the requirement of image processing. Other colour spaces can be 

obtained from a linear or non-linear transformation of primary colours (RGB). With respect to skin 

detection, the colour space transformation is to reduce the overlap between the skin and non-skin 

where the chrominance colour is used for skin detection because it is robust against illumination 

conditions and the luminance colour is ignored. There are many colour spaces that are used to detect 

human skin, such as YCbCr, HIS, HSL and normalised RGB. The skin colour classification can be 

computed by any one of these colour spaces and that the proper colour space to use in the skin 

colour classification depends on image format (Kakumanu et al., 2007). The following colour spaces 
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are the popular colour spaces that have been applied to the problem of human skin detection 

(Nallaperuma et al., 2007; Zhengzhen and Yuexiang, 2009; Zhang et al., 2009) 

YCbCr is an encoded RGB colour space. The Y represents the luminance computed from RGB colour 

space. Cb and Cr represent the Chrominance which are computed by subtracting the luminance from 

the components R and B in RGB colour space. 

HIS, HSV, HSL colours represent three colour components which are Hue (H), Saturation (S), and 

intensity Value (V) or Lightness (L). The transformation between HSV and RGB is nonlinear. These 

colours are computationally complex as compared to the normalised RGB colour space. 

Normalised RGB: A normalised RGB colour varies independently with lighting levels. In this work, 

the input images are represented in RGB colour space, the colour consists of two components which 

are luminance and chrominance. Luminance is the brightness in the image and chrominance is 

represented as pure colour without the effect of brightness. To reduce the dependence on lighting, the 

RGB colour components are normalised so that sum of the normalised components is unity (r + g + b 

= 1). The Normalised RGB colour is one of the most colour spaces extensively used as the effect of 

luminance is ignored, where r and g represent the pure colour and contain the whole information 

about the chromatic value. Therefore, the b-component of luminance is omitted as it does not have 

any significant information and thus reducing the spatial dimension. The images are normalised to 

chrominance colour using the following equations: 
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3.1.2 Skin colour model 

Knowledge of the skin regions is used for locating the skin colour pixels through sequence of images 

because it has a low computational cost and robust against of shapes and races. On the other hand, 

the skin colour is sensitive to illumination variation because of intensity changes. Skin colour 

information is one of the simplest properties that are used for face detection. Different people have 

different skin colours though the major difference lies largely between their intensities rather than their 

chrominance values (Yang et al., 2002; Mohamed et al., 2008) 
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The main issue with skin colour detection is how to build a skin colour model. Murthy and Jadon 

(2007) discusses a survey of skin colour detection and identified several methods used to detect skin 

in an image. Different techniques have been used to implement a skin colour model. These include 

Gaussian or Gaussian mixture methods. A robust skin model is based on the selection of an 

appropriate colour space (i.e. RGB, Normalised RGB and YCbCr) and it is considered the first step in 

colour space modelling (Kakumanu et al., 2007; Cheddad et al., 2009). 

Although, the colour space is represented and stored mathematically, changing the illumination levels 

(i.e. indoor or outdoor lighting levels) limits the performance of the model used in skin detection (Jose 

et al., 2010). Wimmer and Radig (2006) stated that it is hard to classify skin pixels without an 

appropriate colour skin model. 

3.1.3 Colour modelling categories 

Skin colour modelling can be categorised into three methods (Aznaveh et al., 2008): 

a) Explicitly defined skin regions: The colour space and the decision rules used to build a skin 

colour model. The advantage of this method is that, it is simple to build and fast in calculations. Its 

disadvantage is that, it is not able to choose the correct colour space and to find adequate 

decision rules empirically. 

b) Nonparametric skin distribution method: The skin colour distribution is built using the training 

data without derivation of the explicit model of the skin colour. This has the advantage that it trains 

faster. On the other hand, it requires a large storage space to represent the training skin sample. 

c) Parametric skin distribution method: This uses the skin colour distribution to determine the 

mean and variance for which the model is built. Its advantage is that, it uses the chrominance 

space colour and ignores the luminance information. It is very robust against different skin tones 

in various lighting conditions. The work of this research is based on this method.  

3.1.4 Skin colour model in the YCbCr and RGB colour spaces 

Skin colour model is used to detect human skin in various applications of computer vision in order to 

segment skin regions from non-skin based on the colour space. Different colour spaces are used to 

represent pixel colour and cluster of human skin colours. Skin colour cannot be modelled properly in 

the RGB colour space using all the three components. The skin colour model is described by using a 

skin colour classifier and colour spaces. Approaches with different techniques address the skin colour 

modelling issue. Brief descriptions of the most common models are introduced in the following: 

Skin detection using YCbCr colour model 
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Considering the YCbCr colour space, a human skin colour model is practically independent of the 

luminance when the skin colour is constructed from CbCr components. Hsu et al. (2002) introduced an 

algorithm to estimate and correct the RGB colour based on a lighting compensation technique. The 

RGB colours are transformed into YCbCr colour space. The skin tone pixels are detected using 

elliptical skin model. Similarly, Yun et al. (2007) used Hsu’s algorithm with an extra morphological step 

to improve the detection performance and reducing the number of falsely detected face regions. 

Recently, the YCbCr and YIQ were used to build the skin colour model using Gaussian and Gaussian 

mixture models (Nallaperumal et al., 2008). They proposed a face detection algorithm that consists of 

three stages: a mixed Gaussian colour model, an adaptive threshold algorithm, and a template 

matching technique. The mixed Gaussian colour model is created based on YCbCr and YIQ space 

respectively. The image is segmented into skin and non-skin regions by applying the mixed Gaussian 

colour model. The face in the image is identified by template matching.  

Skin detection using normalised RGB colour model 

The RGB colour space is the most popular representation of colour models. However, the mixing of 

chrominance and luminance is the cause of the failure of skin detection in various lighting conditions. 

Therefore, it is not a reliable colour space that can be used to classify the skin from non-skin regions. 

The RGB colour space is not appropriate to model the skin colour because it is represented in three 

dimensional spaces that are difficult to cluster and process (Wimmer and Radig, 2006). 

The Normalised RGB colour is one of the efficient colour spaces used as it ignores the effect of 

luminance and suppress chrominance. The normalised colour can be derived from the original RGB 

components (Yang et al., 2002; Porle et al., 2009) as shown in equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 

To compute the skin colour segmentation, the Gaussian and Likelihood models are used. These 

models are based on the normalised RGB in accordance with equations 3.4 and 3.5 respectively 

(Maruf and Rezaei, 2006; Sha et al., 2009; Saleh et al., 2009): 
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The Gaussian model is a well-known method used to detect the skin colour. It is based on the 

distribution of skin colour tones. Many researchers have used the Gaussian skin model to detect 

faces by using the normalised RGB colour space (Mustafa and Abdelazeem, 2005; Almohair et al., 

2007).  

 In this work, the normalised RGB colour space is used because it has the following advantages: 

1. The transformation from RGB colour space into this space colour space is simple and fast. 

2. The differences in skin-colour pixels, because of lighting conditions and race, can be significantly 

reduced in normalised RGB space.  

3. It is enough to use two of the components r and g to complete the skin colour model and hence 

helps to reduce the computations involved. 

4. The skin-colour clusters in normalised RGB space have relatively lower variance than the 

corresponding clusters in RGB and hence are shown to be robust for skin-colour modelling and 

detection. 

3.2 Face detection algorithm based on skin properties  

The main objective of this work is to propose a face detection algorithm that uses the frontal view of 

face images under normal lighting conditions. Such an algorithm examines skin regions’ properties of 

images and utilises them to discard the background. This algorithm is described in the following 

section in two parts: skin detection model and the proposed Elliptical-Box Facial detection (EBFD) 

algorithm.  
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3.2.1 Skin detection model 

Skin colour detection is the first step in skin segmentation and it is the most important process in the 

human face detection. The skin colour model based on Normalised RGB colour space were derived 

from the RGB components (Porle et al., 2009) as shown in equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 respectively. 

Two main skin colour models are identified for use in skin detection. These are Gaussian and 

Likelihood models and are defined according to equations 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The skin colour 

detection model is based on Figure 3.1. Note that, the skin-training model can be constructed from 

the laboratory samples of skin colour and manually captured digital images from different genders, 

ages and ethnicities using the camera in normal lighting conditions. These are used to build the 

colour distribution of the human skin in a normalised colour space. Parameters of the models can be 

estimated from the distribution. 

 

Figure 3.1: Procedure to Compute the Skin Colour Model 

Detailed steps for the skin detection model are given below.  
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1. Determine the parameters of Gaussian distribution model (µ, σ) from the skin colour model in 

chromatic colour space using equations (3.9 - 3.10). 

2. Substitute the parameters to Gaussian model and Likelihood model in equation 3.4 and 3.5 

respectively. 

3. Compute the skin likelihood of the input image using equations (3.4 - 3.10) in order to classify 

every pixel in equation 3.6 within the image to obtain the segment skin regions. 

4. Compute the threshold value of the input image. 

5. Use the threshold value to compute the binary image. 

6. Applying morphological operations to reduce the noise from the binary image. 

3.2.2 Proposed Elliptical-Box Facial Detection Algorithm (EBFDA) 

The proposed facial detection algorithm named Elliptical-Box Facial detection (EBFDA) is discussed 

in this section. The face detection model uses elliptical box skin region to compute the location of the 

face. The algorithm is illustrated below: 

1. Compute the Ellipse shape of the skin regions and its parameters (i.e. minor length and major 

length). 

2. Compute the Ellipse ratio = major length / minor length. 

3. For each skin region, compute the range of minor length, major length and Ellipse ratio. 

4. If ((150 ≤ major length ≤ 300) and (100 ≤ minor length ≤ 200) and (1 ≤ Ellipse ratio ≤ 2.2)) 

then classify the skin region as face region. 

5. Compute the Box shape of the face region and its parameters’ (top-left corner point, width 

length, height length) to refine detected face region. 

6. Compute the Box ratio = height length/ width length. 

7. Compute the centroid (Cx,Cy) of the skin. 

8. If (Box ratio ≥1.6) and (1.8 ≤ Ellipse ratio ≤ 2.2) then  

a. New-height length =1.6 * width length. 

b. New-Cy=Cy-(height length - New-height length) 

All constants in the above algorithm were pre-computed empirically using 100 test images belonging 

to different races with occlusions such as wearing glasses and/or having a beard and/or moustache. 

Details of above algorithms can be found in Appendix A. 

3.2.3 Face region detection using EBFDA 

The proposed algorithm Elliptical-Box Facial detection (EBFDA) is simple and robust in detecting the 

frontal faces of colour images. The algorithm used the properties of skin-like region detection to detect 

the face region. 
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The purpose of the face region detection is to eliminate the background and non-skin areas. In this 

stage, the identified regions determine the existence or absence of a face. The algorithm discards any 

skin region other than a face. Therefore, it is required to identify the face where every pixel in the 

image is classified as a skin pixel. The next step categorises the skin pixels in different groups. This 

will signify some meaningful groups such as face and hands.  

Face region detection is accomplished by using skin region properties which are ellipse and box 

regions, and the centroid point of a region. 

Every region is labelled based on the binary skin region from the previous stage. Each pixel in the 

region is examined with its neighbouring pixels and marks them if they are similar to this pixel. If any 

neighbouring pixel is marked, then it will be labelled with the current label. When the regions are 

labelled, each one is examined separately based on its properties to identify if it is a face region or 

not.  

Most face detection algorithms are based on skin region segmentation and classify the region as a 

face if it has at least one hole. However, the face detection can fail when the morphological 

operations are applied (Manoria et al., 2007). 

The proposed algorithm scans the skin segmentations in the image for the likelihood of a face based 

on the elliptical region properties. Parameters of the regions are derived experimentally and used to 

detect and filter the face regions. The face region is detected when the elliptical ratio ranges between 

1.0 and 2.2. Also, the major and minor axis ranged between 100 and 150 pixels, respectively as 

indicated in the EBFDA algorithm. Figure 3.2 illustrates the original image and the face region 

detection.  

 
 

(a) Original Image 
(b) Face region detection including the neck 

skin region 
Figure 3.2: Face region detection 
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3.2.4 Refining the face region 

The face skin region is refined to reduce the facial detection consisting of the neck or forehead as 

sub-regions of the face. This procedure helps in obtaining a more accurate result and to reduce the 

computational cost of future stages. 

The final face region is cropped based on the following process: 

 Initially determining the centroid point of the face region. Then the box ratio of the face region 

is calculated. 

 If the box ratio is more than the golden face ratio as approximated in (1+√5)/2 ≈ 1.618 and the 

ellipse ratio ranges between 1.8 and 2.2, then the region box is adjusted by shifting up the 

high box and the centroid region. As a result, the unnecessary skin, such as forehead and 

neck, is reduced. 

Figure 3.3 shows the new face detection after the shifting up operation. 

    

 

    

(a) The face region 
(b) The grey face 
with centroid point 

(c) The face colour 
with centroid point 

(d) The cropped 
face 

Figure 3.3: The final facial detection 

3.3 Facial Features Distance Algorithm (FFDA) 

The morphological operation is a well-known technique used in image processing and computer 

vision for manipulating image features based on their shapes (Gomez-Gil et al., 2008). This is much 
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simpler than the methods by Asbach et al. (2008) which relied on a considerable of computation and 

intensive memory requirement to compute features. This work aims to develop a simple and an 

accurate method for features detection that can be used in facial expressions detection system.  

In a facial detection system, eyes detection is a significant task, where the detected eyes are easier to 

locate than other features. Also, the localisation of the eyes is a necessary stage to help in the 

detection of other facial features which can be used for facial expression analysis. 

A new algorithm known as Facial Features Distance Algorithm (FFDA), based on morphological 

properties of the detected face region for the extraction of salient features is proposed. Morphological 

operations are compatible with rough feature extraction for their fast and robust nature (Qayyum and 

Javed, 2006; Tiwari et al., 2009). The algorithm consists of three steps: 

(1) Apply a morphological process to search the darkest parallel features in the upper face as a result 

of eyes localisations;  

(2) Use the distance between the pupils to estimate and locate the mouth. 

(3) Use the estimated distance to compute the boundaries of the salient features. 

Details of this algorithm can be found in Appendix B. 

3.3.1 Facial feature localisation 

The morphological erosion operation is applied on a greyscale face, using this operation to remove 

any pixel that is not completely surrounded by other pixels. The operation is applied by assuming 8-

pixels are connected in order to reduce the unnecessary pixels in the boundaries of the face. Figure 

3.4 shows a face after applying the erosion operation. The eyes localisation is determined based on 

the darkest pixels that are close to each other. The positions of the eyes allow the distance between 

them to be computed and hence estimate the mouth position.  

  

Figure 3.4: Faces after apply the erosion 

Eyes detection: The upper face is scanned individually to search for the pupils of eyes. 

Consequently, the darkest pixels of the eyes are located by the algorithm. Figure 3.5 shows the 
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correct eyes detection after using the search algorithm. The darkest pixels show where the pupil 

located. Also, Figure 3.6 shows the final eyes detection where the pupil of the eyes are estimated 

using the darkest pixels of each eye.  

  

Figure 3.5: The eyes region detection. 

  

Figure 3.6: The final eyes detection 

The location of the pupils is calculated based on the average of the darkest pixel of each eye. These 

were corrected by adjusting the distance between them in the order of 15 to 20 pixels. Figure 3.7 

shows some instances of successful and unsuccessful eyes detection. The correction of these faulty 

detections is based on the distance between the averaged dark pixels. 

   

   

(a) (b) (c) 

(a) Unsuccessful detection of the right eye, (b) Unsuccessful detection 

of the left eye, (c) Unsuccessful detection of both eyes 
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Figure 3.7: Instances of eyes detection showing the upper row of images producing false detection 

with the lower row having the re-correct eyes detection 

Mouth detection: The mouth detection algorithm is presented when the location of the eyes is 

known. Otherwise, the algorithm ignores the image as a face. The mouth position is calculated 

according to the distance DEyes between the estimated pupils of both eyes. 

Let LEye represents the computed centroid point  ,XLeye YLeye of the left eye (i.e. pupil of the left 

eye), and EyeR represents the computed centroid point  ,XReye YReye  of the right eye (i.e. pupil of 

the right eye). Then the distance between the eyes DEyes is computed as follows: 

   , ,DEyes XReye YReye XLeye YLeye   (3.11)

The average position of the pupils DEyes is used to estimate the mouth position that represents the 

middle of distance between the eyes illustrated in equation (3.14). Therefore, it is computed by 

averaging the LEye and REye as shown in equations (3.12) and (3.13). 

 ,XEyes XLeye XReye    (3.12)

 ,YEyes YLeye YReye   (3.13)

 ,DEyes XEyes YEyes   (3.14)

The centroid point of the mouth  ,Xm Ym  is computed based on equations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) 

as follows: 

Xm XEyes DEyes   (3.15)

Ym YEyes  (3.16)

In this work, the facial features are segmented from the face image based on the DEyes . 

Figure 3.8 illustrates the centroid point of the left eye  ,XLeye YLeye , the centroid point of the right 

eye  ,XReye YReye , the distance between the eyesDEyes , and the centroid point of the 

mouth  ,Xm Ym . 
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DEyes

(XReye,YReye)(XLeye,YLeye)

(XEyesµ,YEyesµ)

(Xm,Ym)

 

Figure 3.8 Final eyes detection with eyes distance DEyes and mouth position estimated 

3.3.2 Facial features boundaries 

After the possible facial features are detected, the distancesDEyes ,  ,XLeye YLeye ,  

 ,XReye YReye  and  ,Xm Ym  are applied to evaluate the features’ boundaries. 

The boundaries are determined according to the DEyes based on experimental evaluations. The 

width and height of the facial features are calculated, where We and He are the width and height of 

the rectangles of each eye as illustrated in equations (3.17) and (3.18) respectively. Equations (3.19) 

and (3.20) represent Wm and Hm as the width and height of the boundary rectangles of the mouth 

respectively.  

2
3

We DEyes  
(3.17)

2
3

He DEyes
 

 (3.18)

Wm DEyes  (3.19)

2
3

Hm DEyes
 

 (3.20)

The left eye coordinate can be calculated as: 
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3
DEyes

X XLeyeL  
 

 (3.21)

3
DEyes

Y YLeyeL  
 

(3.22)

where  ,X YL L  is the upper left corner coordinate of the left eye. In the same way, the right eye 

coordinate can be calculated as: 

3
DEyes

X XReyeR  
 

(3.23)

3
DEyes

Y YReyeR  
 

(3.24)

where  ,X YR R   is the upper left corner coordinate of the left eye. 

Furthermore, the upper corner of the mouth coordinate  ,X YM M can be calculated as: 

X XLeye XmM   (3.25)

3
4

Y YLeye DEyesM  
 

(3.26)

Note that, all constants in equations (3.17) to (3.26) are derived from experiments. Figure 3.9 

illustrates the boundaries and the centroid points of the eyes and mouth. 

 

Figure 3.9: The relationships and positions of facial detection 
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Once the eyes are identified correctly, the mouth is detected from the distance between the eyes and 

then the boundaries are computed as shown in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3.10: Some facial features boundaries 

3.4 Summary 

This chapter has presented two new algorithms used for face segmentation. Firstly, a simple and 

efficient detection algorithm for detecting faces in colour images is proposed. This new algorithm 

representing the first contribution of this work is known as EBFDA. The algorithm is presented in two 

sections: skin detection model and face detection model. The skin detection model is based on 

previous work (Maruf and Rezaei, 2006; Sha et al., 2009) while the face detection model represents a 

contribution in this work. The skin segmentation is pre-built with a set of training images. 

Consequently, the proposed face detection algorithm is applied when the skin regions are obtained 

based on their properties. The advantage of the EBFDA algorithm is to overcome occlusion and 

artefacts such as glasses and facial hair. A new second algorithm devised in this work is used to 

segment the facial parts and known as FFDA. It is interesting to note that FFDA represents the 

second contribution of this work. This algorithm is based on morphological process to detect the eyes 

localisation and use the distance between them to locate the mouth position. The method defines a 

morphological operation to extract the important contrast regions of the face. These algorithms 

contain important information that is useful for the accomplishment of the feature extraction process. 

Therefore, they are used in the front-end of the facial expressions analysis system in the work of this 

thesis. 
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CHAPTER 4: FACIAL FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Having identified the boundaries, the next step is to extract the salient features from them. Feature 

extraction is the key to finding significant data in order to reduce the dimensionality of the images. 

This chapter discusses the facial feature extraction method developed in this work. 

4.1 Facial features’ measurement  

In this work, the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) are used to compute the variability (change of 

the facial features of different expressions in different images) of the facial features. This reduces the 

bulk of data and hence the complexity of calculations. 

The mean µ is a measure of the centre of the facial features distribution. The centroids of the mean 

values calculated are used to compute the overall centre of the features.  

The standard deviation σ is a measure of dispersion of the facial features. It is well known that the 

standard deviation is simply the positive square root of the variance.  

The square root of the variance has at least three advantages (Johnson and Wichern, 2007): 

1. Squaring makes the values positive. Therefore, values above the mean do not neglect values 

below the mean. 

2. Squaring add extra weighting to the larger differences values. This extra weighting is 

appropriate in many cases because more values from the mean may be more important. 

3. Mathematically this measure is relatively manageable when used in subsequent statistical 

calculations. 

Therefore, the advantage of the standard deviation is that, it is more tractable algebraically. The 

standard expresses the closeness of the feature data whereas the variance expresses the dispersion 

of the original values in the class.  

4.2 Definitions and structure of facial features 

Facial expressions can be classified by using face parts such as eyes and mouth (Maglogiannis et al., 

2009). There are six facial expressions models that can be observed easily (Dornaika and Raducanu 

2006). In the work of this thesis, the face expression detection system is based on facial features 

derived from eyes and mouth. Features from six different classes (i.e. Joy, Anger, Surprise, Sadness, 

Fear and Disgust) are extracted for the facial expression analysis. Figure 4.1 shows examples of the 

six basic facial expressions.  
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Joy Anger Surprise 

Sadness Fear Disgust 

Figure 4.1: The six basic facial expressions 

Table 4.1 illustrates the human observations to identify each expression. These expressions can also 

be detected using computational techniques. 

Table 4.1: Human observations of facial expressions (joy, anger, surprise, sadness, fear and disgust) 

              Region 
 
Expression 

Eyes Mouth 

Joy Eyelids and eyes are opened and 
turned upward. 

Lips are turned upward, teeth can 
be shown. 

Anger  Eyelids and eyes are opened and 
mostly more close to each others. 
The eyes are opened as line shape. 

Lips are horizontal and close to 
each others. Teeth cannot be 
shown.  

Surprise Eyelids and eyes are extensively 
opened. The white area of eyes is 
clearly shown. 

Lips are extensively opened, mostly 
is shaped as O letter. 

Sadness Eyelids and eyes are opened and 
turned downward. 

Lips are turned downward and 
teeth cannot be shown. 

Fear Eyelids and eyes are opened 
horizontal. 

Lips are slightly horizontal and 
opened. Teeth cannot be shown 
properly.  

Disgust 
Eyelids and eyes are horizontal. 
Eyes can be slightly closed. 

Lips are closed horizontally and 
slightly up. OR  
Lips are opened horizontally and 
teeth are shown. 

A human can easily recognise facial expressions as shown in Figure 4.1. However, machine vision 

systems could confuse these expressions or with other human facial behaviours. For example, joy, 

anger and sadness are easy for human to identify but can be misinterpreted with other expressions 

such as joy and surprise, sadness and fear, and anger and disgust (Kurose et al., 2006). 
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These problems can be solved by using a combination of eyes and mouth as groups of features to 

identify each expression. To avoid the expressions interferences and confusing with other facial 

expressions, for each class the eyes and mouth patterns are grouped together as a feature 

combination in this work. Detection is measured in time duration rather than a time point. Figure 4.2 

shows a group of facial images that are used as a combination of features in time duration. 

Left eye pattern 

Right eye pattern 

Mouth pattern 

Figure 4.2: Groups of facial features in a period time 

Figure 4.2 shows a joy expression as time dependent. Such facial expressions can be identified from 

the image sequence and are enough to use to extract the features for facial expressions detection. 

To describe each facial expression each facial part in the feature group is defined as joy pattern, 

anger pattern, surprise pattern, sadness pattern, fear pattern and disgust pattern. As shown in Table 

4.1 each facial pattern describes the behaviour of eyes and mouth positions for each expression. 

Therefore, the facial expressions can be categorised into different facial expressions. Figure 4.3 

illustrates facial features can be extracted. Facial features are constructed from three facial parts, 

which are left eye, right eye and mouth. Each facial part has 6 patterns with features as described in 

Table 4.1.  

   

Joy pattern Anger pattern Surprise pattern 

  
Sadness pattern Fear pattern Disgust pattern 

Figure 4.3: Typical examples of the six facial expressions  
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4.3 Facial features computations and models construction 

The pervious chapter discussed the detection of skin region and face regions that ultimately led to the 

location of facial features. This section presents how features in a detected region are computed. For 

every frame in a class, the mean and standard deviation are computed for the left eye, right eye and 

the mouth. These computations are used to reduce the data dimensionality. The following figure (4.4) 

shows the steps for the computation of facial features extraction. 

 

Figure 4.4: Facial features’ extraction 

Figure 4.4 shows that the mean and standard deviation are computed for each feature class. For 

example the left eye values in equations 4.1 and 4.2 where X represents from now onwards any one 

of the six classes.  

( )
1

P
LeftEye x j

j
XLeftEye Pi

 



 

 (4.1)

2( ( ) )
1

1

P
LeftEye x j XLeftEye

ij
XLeftEye Pi











 (4.2)

where XLeftEye
i

 is the mean of left eye of image i in the X-class training images, ( )LeftEye x j is 

the value of the pixel j  and P is the number of the pixels in the left eye of image i. Also, 
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XLeftEye
i

 is the standard deviation of the left eye of image i in the X-class training images. Using 

the same concept, the mean XRightEye
i

  and the standard deviation XRightEye
i

 of right eye 

and of the mean XMouth
i

 and standard deviation XMouth
i

 of mouth can be computed. 

The computations of facial features vectors of the six X-classes are computed. Figure 4.5 illustrates 

the facial features vectors of Joy model. Appendix C shows the models for other classes. 

 

Figure 4.5: The computation of facial features vectors of Joy model 

After the facial features are segmented, the means and standard deviations are computed for each 

image. As a result each image has 6 values, i.e. ( ,
Leftteye Lefteye

  ), ( ,
Righteye Righteye

  ), 

( ,
Mouth Mouth

  ). Thus, each X-class model expression has facial features vectors (i.e. 

[ ,
Lefteyes Lefteyes

  ], [ ,
Righteyes Righteyes

  ], [ ,
Mouths Mouths

  ]). 

4.4 Computations of observation features vectors 

The last section discussed the implementation of the unique X-class features. In order to find the 

characteristic of each X-class model, the centroid points of facial features are computed from 

individual feature vectors. In this work, the K-mean clustering algorithm, an iterative procedure, was 

used to cluster the facial features into sub-clusters based on the centroids and Euclidean distance 

norm. The K-mean algorithm is known to be computationally faster, and produces tighter clusters is 

normally used for such purposes (Johnson and Wichern, 2007; Saeed, 2009).  

4.4.1 Facial features clustering 

The K-mean clusters the set of feature vectors into 6 clusters in which each is identified with three 

centroids. Each model is defined in advance with its cluster and its three centroids. The clustering is 
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proceeded by assigning each feature point to the proper cluster with shortest distance to its centroid 

based on the Euclidean distance. The cluster centroids are re-computed as the centroids of the 

feature points and are assigned to this cluster. The re-computation of the cluster centroids iterates 

until it converges. The convergence is achieved when the feature vector assignment to the clusters 

does not change any more even after one iteration. The advantage of clustering centroids is that 

convergence is guaranteed (Saeed, 2009).  

Centroids of the features are computed for each of the X-class model (i.e. left eye, right eye and 

mouth). Each X-class model is defined in advance with its cluster, and its three centroids. Therefore, 

the X-model has 3 clusters (i.e. XLEyes , XREyes  and XMouths ) with 3 centroids (i.e. XLEyes , 

XREyes , XMouths ) respectively. For each feature cluster within the X-model, the K-means 

algorithm is applied until it convergences. Figure 4.6 illustrated the computation of K-means of Left 

Eyes feature clustering. Appendix D shows the computation of K-means of Right Eyes and Mouths 

feature clustering. 
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4.4.2 Facial features vectors using of Euclidean distance 

In this work, the Euclidean distance is used to measure the distance between the centroid feature 

within X-class model and each element in the feature vectors.  

In terms of the centroid point, suppose P represents a one dimensional feature vector with real 

element value where [ , , ,..., ]
1 2 3

P p p p p
n

 , then 
i

p defines as a point in n-dimensional Euclidean 

space. Therefore, the Euclidean distance norm can be used to identify the highest level of similarity 

between the centroid point and feature vector. The Euclidean distance between P  and Q is given by 

Johnson and Wichern (2007): 

D P QPQ     (4.3)

 2
1

n
D p qPQ i i

i
 


  (4.4)

Where p
i

and q
i

are the n- dimension of the vector P and Q . 

For each X-model, the Euclidean distance is used to compute the similarity between each centroid 

features and the feature points within its cluster. 

The following formulae illustrate the computation of the Euclidean distance of left eyes for each X-

model. 

 2D XLEyes KXLeftEyes XLEyes   (4.5)

The DXLeftEyes vector is computed by calculating the Euclidean distance between each left eye 

feature point  ,XLEyes Lefteye LeftEyei i
   and centroid of the left eyes cluster 

 ,K XLEyes XLeftEye XLeftEyei i
   for each X-class model. Using the same concept, the 

distance between feature vectors of DXRightEyes  can be computed using of 

 ,XREyes Righteye RightEyei i
   and  ,K XREyes XRightEye XRightEyei i

   . Similarly, the 

distance between feature vectors of DXMouths  are computed using  ,XMEyes Mouth Mouthi i
   

and   ,K XMouths XMouth XMouthi i
   . 
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4.5 Summary 

This chapter presented techniques for extracting features to detect facial expressions. Models of 

expressions are pre-build using the training images. Features are computed from the segmented 

facial parts of video frames. Mean and standard deviations are used to compute the facial features. 

Each image uses six features to represent an expression. The K-means algorithm is used to compute 

the centoid point of each feature within the expression model. Therefore, each model expression has 

three centroid features. Finally, the Euclidean distance is computed between each feature point and 

its centroid feature cluster in the same model expression. The feature extraction process (another 

contribution of this work) computes three vectors for every image in a video clip per frame. These 

vectors serve as the input to the Hidden Markov Model classifier which is the central theme for 

discussions in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5: FACIAL FEATURE CLASSIFICATION.  

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are used for the statistical modelling such as speech recognition, 

image recognition, and pattern recognition. HMMs are an important statistical tool used for the 

analysis and classification of time series data. An HMM has the ability to identify a hidden state from 

observed data and thus making it an ideal method for facial behaviour analysis. The purpose of HMM 

in this work is derived from the fact that human expressions are time dependent. In other words, 

human facial expressions manifest themselves in time duration. Within the duration several 

expressions can occur. Therefore, the best approach to investigate human expressions is to use 

video clips which are effectively time-series images.  

5.1 Hidden Markov Model Theory 

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a robust mathematical model of stochastic processes. These 

processes generate a random sequence of outputs according to certain probabilities. It consists of 

finite states process with Makovian prior to model the transitions between the states and a set of 

emission probabilities for modelling the observations within each state (Bilmes, 2006; Durand and 

Hoberman, 2009). The transitions between the states are computed using the transition probabilities. 

In HMM, these variations are modelled by state observations and state transition probabilities. 

HMM is inferred from Markov Model with unobserved states. HMM is a special case of Dynamic 

Bayesian network (DBN). There are several types of HMMs such as ergodic HHM and left-right HMM 

(Fujiwara et al., 2009). In ergodic HMM, there are no structural constraints for connecting any state to 

any other state. Every state of the model can be reached in a single step from any state of the model. 

For example, a three state ergodic HMM is shown in Figure (5.1.a). On the other hand, the left-right 

HMM is more constrained as allowed state transitions are from a left state to a right state. A three 

state left-right HMM is illustrated in Figure (5.1.b). In this work, the ergodic HMM is used because it is 

flexible, as it assumes that each state can be reachable from any others. This enables the model to 

adapt itself to detect any expression that may subsequently be added to a sequence of expressions. 

In the Markov Model, states are directly visible to the observer and the current state depends only on 

the last state and transition probabilities. However, states are not visible in an HMM where each state 

has a set of emission probabilities over its possible observations. A typical structure of HMM is shown 

in Figure 5.2. 
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(a) ergodic HMM  (b) left-right HMM 

Figure 5.1: The types of HMMs 

 

Figure 5.2: Structure of HMM 

Figure 5.2 highlights a segment of time-series HMM. It shows the state transitions of the model over 

time, with the states at different times t-1, t and t+1 represented by different variables times x(t-1), x(t) 

and x(t+1) respectively. Basically, x(t) is the state of HMM at time t and y(t) is the observation for the 

state x(t). In the classic HMM, each state x(t) only depends on the state x(t-1) and there is only one 

observation y(t) for state x(t). 

Hidden Markov Models have been successfully applied to recognise patterns behaviour. Such 

applications include handwriting recognition (McCabe and Trevathan, 2008), hand gestures 

recognition (Elmezain et al., 2008a), speech recognition (Abushariah et al., 2010), face recognition 

(Nefian and Hayes, 1998; Huang et al., 2010), gait recognition (Chen et al., 2007) and facial 

expression recognition.  

5.1.1 The role of HMM in this work  

The contents of video image can be analysed to reveal characteristic properties of different objects 

within the image and furthermore classifies them into various classes. The classification algorithm is 

divided into two phases of processing: training and testing. In the training phase, the characteristic 
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properties of the image features are extracted. Therefore, each class has a unique description based 

on these features. In the testing phase, these features are used to classify unknown video image 

features. 

The role of HMM in this work is that, it is used to recognise different facial expressions because of its 

simplicity and reliability. The hidden states of the HMM are joy, anger, disgust, fear, surprise and 

sadness. The observation of HMM are features extraction vectors. In the training stage, the 

parameters of HMM are determined from observations and their hidden states. Therefore, as the 

HMMs are trained corresponding to the six expressions, the facial expression is carried through 

computation of input features vector stream of modelled basic expression video sequence. 

5.2 Design of Multi-observations Hidden Markov Model 

In this work, six observations are computed based on three features, which are DLeftEye,DRightEye and 

DMouth. Therefore, each hidden state is associated with six observations. A Multi-observations Hidden 

Markov Model (MOHMM) is developed to process these observations at the same time in the model. 

The general scheme of the MOHMM can be illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3: Multi-observations hidden Markov model 

As shown in Figure 5.3, the probability of the current hidden state SX(t) is computed with the 

probability of the last state SX(t-1). Six hidden states are defined to model the hidden facial 

expressions, which are SJoy(t), SAnger(t), SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t) and SDisgust(t) for joy, anger, 

surprise, sadness, fear and disgust expressions respectively. Therefore, SX(t){ SJoy(t), SAnger(t), 

SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t), SDisgust(t)}. There are three observations DLeftEye(t), DRightEye(t) and DMouth(t) 

for each hidden state SX(t). These observations are computed in the feature extraction process at 

each time t. Parameters defined in MOHMM are transition and emission probabilities and are 

discussed in the following sections. Note that in the work of this thesis, MOHMM and HMM are used 

interchangeably. 
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5.2.1 Parameters of a Hidden Markov Model  

Following the work of (Saeed, 2009), the HMM in this work is described in the following manner:  

1. A set of states SX= {SJoy, SAnger, SSurprise, SSadness, SFear, SDisgust} 

2. A set of parameters Ф = {π,A,B} where π, A and B are defined as consisting of: 

 The prior probability vector π = [π1, π2, π3, π4, π5, π6], where πi = P(O1|SX) is the probabilities of 

SX being the first state of a sequence. 

 The state transition-probability matrix A={aij,i,j=1,2,3,4,5,6} where each class number 1,2,3,4,5 

and 6 is equivalent to joy, anger, surprise, sadness, fear and disgust respectively. This provides 

the Morkovian connection between the states. 

 The emission probabilities matrix B={bij,i,j=1,2,3,4,5,6} characterise the likelihood of a certain 

observation O, if the state SX depends on the observation O. 

3. State observation vectors consist of three vectors OLeftEyes, ORighttEyes, OMouths which are defined by 

the Euclidean distance between centroid points of the X-class model. In this work, these 

observation vectors are renamed DLeftEye(t), DRightEye(t) and DMouth(t) at time t for ease of 

computations. 

5.2.2 State observation models  

The observations DLeftEye(t), DRightEye(t) and DMouth(t) are computed for joy, anger, surprise, sadness, 

fear and disgust are also hidden states. 

The probability of each state to generate the observation can be defined the emission probabilities. A 

snapshot of the relationship between the hidden state and the observations at time t is shown in 

Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4: Snapshot of a hidden state and observations  

At time t, the state of HMM SX(t) could be SJoy(t), SAnger(t), SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t) or SDisgust(t). To 

compute the probabilities for each state that generates a certain observation, a set of emission 

probabilities is defined as: 

B = (BJoy, BAnger, BSurprise, BSadness, BFear, BDisgust) (5.1)

where each BJoy, BAnger, BSurprise, BSadness, BFear, BDisgust are represented as the emission probabilities for 

states SJoy(t), SAnger(t), SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t) and SDisgust(t) (Bilmes, 2006; Durand and 

Hoberman, 2009). 

To make the model’s equations simpler, the following assumption is made:  

X   {Joy, Anger, Surprise, Sadness, Fear, and Disgust} (5.2)

The probabilities for each state can be computed using a set of emission probabilities defined as: 

BX= { bX1, bX2, bX3, bx4, bX5, bX6} (5.3)

where, 

bX1+ bX2+ bX3+ bX4+ bX5+ bX6=1 (5.4)

The term bXn = probabilities for state X where n = {1,2,3,4,5,6} and refers to the index for the six 

observations. The equation for computing bXn is given as: 

bXn=P(O=(OLeftEyen(t), ORighttEyen(t), OMouthn(t))|S=SX(t)) (5.5)

To clarify the above equation, let X=Joy, the emission probabilities are defined as: 

BJoy={ bJoy1, bJoy2, bJoy3, bJoy4, bJoy5, bJoy6} (5.6)

where 

bJoy1+ bJoy2+ bJoy3+ bJoy4+ bJoy5+ bJoy6=1 (5.7)

The terms in equation (5.7) are defined as follows: 

bJoy1 is the probability of observing the OLeftEyeJoy(t), ORighttEyeJoy(t) and OMouthJoy(t) when the current 

state is SJoy(t). 

 bJoy2 is the probability of observing the OLeftEyeAnger(t), ORighttEyeAnger(t) and OMouthAnger(t) when the 

current state is SJoy(t). 

 bJoy3 is the probability of observing the OLeftEyeSurprise(t), ORighttEyeSurprise(t) and OMouthSurprise(t) when the 

current state is SJoy(t).  
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bJoy4 is the probability of observing the OLeftEyeSadness(t), ORighttEyeSadness(t) and OMouthSadness(t) when the 

current state is SJoy(t). 

 bJoy5 is the probability of observing the OLeftEyeFear(t), ORighttEyeFear(t) and OMouthFear(t) when the current 

state is SJoy(t).  

bJoy6 is the probability of observing the OLeftEyeDisgust(t), ORighttEyeDisgust(t) and OMouthDisgust(t) when the 

current state is SJoy(t). 

The same concepts may be used to calculate sets of emission probabilities of states Anger, Surprise, 

Sadness, Fear, and Disgust. The following table expresses probabilities of equation (5.1) based on 

the observation OXn and state SX at time t. 

Table 5.1: Hidden states vs. Emission probabilities at time t 

States  Emission probabilities

SJoy(t)  bJoy1  bJoy2 bJoy3 bJoy4 bJoy5 bJoy6 

SAnger(t)  bAnger1  bAnger2 bAnger3 bAnger4 bAnger5 bAnger6 

SSurprise(t)  bSurprise1  bSurprise2 bSurprise3 bSurprise4 bSurprise5 bSurprise6 

SSadness(t)  bSadness1  bSadness2 bSadness3 bSadness4 bSadness5 bSadness6 

SFear(t)  bFear1  bFear2 bFear3 bFear4 bFear5 bFear6 

SDisgust(t)  bDisgust1  bDisgust2 bDisgust3 bDisgust4 bDisgust5 bDisgust6 

The above definitions are used to compute the probabilities each state given an observation 

consisting of input vectors. The computation of emission probabilities matrix is shown in Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5: A hidden state and its observations 
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This model is different from classic HMM since there are six observations OX1, OX2, OX3, OX4, OX5 and 

OX6 for each state SX (i.e. Joy, Anger, Surprise, Sadness, Fear, and Disgust) at a time t. While, in 

classic HMM there is only one observation input at a time t. Therefore, it is not flexible and does not 

perform well enough for cases where observations contain multiple features in an expression, for 

example as in video clips (Zhou et al., 2004; Cheng et al., 2008). 

In the proposed MOHMM, six observations (OX1, OX2, OX3, OX4, OX5 and OX6) are required to 

manipulate each state’s probabilities. As illustrated in Figure 5.5, instead of two emission probabilities 

and one observation for the hidden state at time t in the classic HMM, there are six emission 

probabilities and six observations for each hidden state at time t in the MOHMM. Each state’s 

probabilities are computed by six emission probabilities (bX1, bX2, bX3, bX4, bX5, bX6). Figure 5.6 

illustrates the calculation for Joy state probabilities. Six observations (OJoy1, OJoy2, OJoy3, OJoy4, OJoy5 

and OJoy6) are processed and computed for Joy state probabilities at time t. The six emission 

probabilities (bJoy1, bJoy2, bJoy3, bJoy4, bJoy5, bJoy6) are computed from Joy state observation probabilities 

to obtain joy state emission probabilities at time t.  

 

Figure 5.6: A hidden state and its observations using the Joy expression as an example  

5.2.3 State transition probabilities 

The probabilities of current state are calculated using previous states and transition probabilities as 

illustrated in Figure 5.7.  

The probabilities of current states SX(t), (i.e. SJoy (t), SAnger(t), SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t), SDisgust(t)) at 

time t are computed by a set of transition probabilities and the previous state SX(t-1), (i.e. SJoy (t-1), 

SAnger(t-1), SSurprise(t-1), SSadness(t-1), SFear(t-1), SDisgust(t-1)) at time t-1. The state with the maximum 
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probability is considered as the current state. Therefore, the generic current state SX(t) represents SJoy 

(t), SAnger(t), SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t) and SDisgust(t) at time t.  

Similarly, the state probabilities at time t+1 are calculated based on the previous state Sx(t) at time t. 

As a result, the next state SX(t+1), (i.e. SJoy (t+1), SAnger(t+1), SSurprise(t+1), SSadness(t+1), SFear(t+1), 

SDisgust(t+1)) at time t+1, returns the maximum probability. 

(t+1)
Sx(t-1)

Time (t)

SJoy(t)

SAnger(t)

SSurprise(t)

SSadnes(t)

SFear(t)

SDisgust(t)

Sx(t+1)

Time (t+1)Time (t-1)

 

Figure 5.7: The transition probability of the SX(t+1) based current state is SX(t) 

A set of transition probability A = (AJoy, AAnger, ASurprise, ASadness, AFear, ADisgust) is defined for the proposed 

MOHMM as: 

A = (AJoy, AAnger, ASurprise, ASadness, AFear, ADisgust)  (5.8)

where AJoy, AAnger, ASurprise, ASadness, AFear, ADisgust are represented as the transition probabilities form the 

current states SJoy(t), SAnger(t), SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t) and SDisgust(t) at time t to SJoy(t+1), 

SAnger(t+1), SSurprise(t+1), SSadness(t+1), SFear(t+1), SDisgust(t+1) at time t+1 (Bilmes, 2006; Durand and 

Hoberman, 2009). 

The state SX(t) is defined by six transition probabilities AX as: 

AX = {aX1, aX2, aX3, aX4, aX5, aX6} (5.9)

where  

aX1+ aX2+ aX3+ aX4+ aX5+ aX6=1. (5.10)

The term aXn is the transition probability of the next state Sn(t+1) based on the current state is SX(t). 
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The equation for computing aXn is given as: 

aXn=P(S =Sn(t+1))|S=SX(t)) (5.11)

To clarify the above equations, let X=Joy, then the transition probabilities are defined as: 
AJoy = {aJoy1, aJoy2, aJoy3, aJoy4, aJoy5, aJoy6} (5.12)

where  

a Joy1+ a Joy2+ a Joy3+ a Joy4+ Joy5+ a Joy6=1. (5.13)

The terms in equation (5.13) are defined as follows: 

aJoy1 is the transition probability of the next state SJoy(t+1) based on the current state is SJoy(t). 

aJoy2 is the transition probability of the next state SAnger (t+1) based on the current state is SJoy(t). 

aJoy3 is the transition probability of the next state SSurprise(t+1) based on the current state is SJoy(t). 

aJoy4 is the transition probability of the next state SSadness(t+1) based on the current state is SJoy(t). 

aJoy5 is the transition probability of the next state SFear(t+1) based on the current state is SJoy(t). 

aJoy6 is the transition probability of the next state SDisgust(t+1) based on the current state is SJoy(t). 

Figure 5.8 illustrates the transition probabilities of the Joy state SJoy(t) in relation to the Joy state 

SX(t+1) where X{Joy, Anger, Surprise, Sadness, Fear, Disgust}. 

SJoy(t)

Time (t+1)

SJoy(t+1)

SAnger(t+1)

SSurprise(t+1)

SSadnes(t+1)

SFear(t+1)

SDisgust(t+1)

Time (t)

aJoy1

aJoy2

aJoy3

a
Joy4

a
Joy5

a
Joy6

 

Figure 5.8: The transition probability of the Sjoy(t+1) based on the current state is SJoy(t) 
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Table 5.2 shows the transition probabilities of states SX(t) in relation to states SX(t+1) as defined in 

equation (5.11). 
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Table 5.2: The transition probability of the Sn(t+1) based on the current state is SX(t)  

Current 
state SX(t) 

Next state Sn(t+1) 

SJoy(t+1) SAnger(t+1) SSurprise(t+1) SSadness(t+1) SFear(t+1) SDisgust(t+1) 

SJoy(t) aJoy1 aJoy2 aJoy3 aJoy4 aJoy5 aJoy6 

SAnger(t) aAnger1 aAnger2 aAnger3 aAnger4 aAnger5 aAnger6 

SSurprise(t) aSurprise1 aSurprise2 aSurprise3 aSurprise4 aSurprise5 aSurprise6 

SSadness(t) aSadness1 aSadness2 aSadness3 aSadness4 aSadness5 aSadness6 

SFear(t) aFear1 aFear2 aFear3 aFear4 aFear5 aFear6 

SDisgust(t) aDisgust1 aDisgust2 aDisgust3 aDisgust4 aDisgust5 aDisgust6 

The general structure of the proposed MOHMM with the emission probabilities and the transition 

probabilities is illustrated in the Figure 5.9. Using the defined parameters for the MOHMM, the state 

SX(t) for each time t and Markov path can be estimated by using facial observation feature vectors. 

 

Figure 5.9: General structure of the proposed MOHMM 

5.2.4 HMM design problems 

There are three basic problems that must be solved in HMM design. These are listed as:  

a) The evaluation of the probability (or likelihood) of a sequence of observations given an HMM. 

Given the model parameters, compute the probability of a particular output sequence. This 

problem is solved by the Forward and Backward algorithms. 

b) The adjustment of model parameters to increase the probability of the observations. Given an 

output sequence, find the most likely set of state transition and output probabilities by using the 

Baum-Welch algorithm 
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c) The determination of the best sequence of model states that a given set of observations. Given 

the model parameters, find the most likely sequence of (hidden) states which could have 

generated a given output sequence, solved by the Viterbi algorithm. 

Analysis of solutions to above problems is helpful during the design of HMM training and recognition 

stages. In this work, the training stage uses six states and three distance sequence observations. The 

aim of the training process is to find a set of parameters which are defined by its transition 

probabilities A and emission probabilities B that maximises the likelihood to the observed sequence. 

An iterative process that consists of two steps for each iteration has been described by (Lifshits et al., 

2007; Durand and Hoberman, 2009). The authors solved the decoding problem by current model 

parameters then used the results of the decoding process to update the model parameters.  

5.3 Forward–Backward probability computations 

The forward-backward algorithm is an efficient recursive algorithm for the HMM computation which 

computes the posterior probabilities of all hidden state variables given a sequence of observations. In 

order to use an HMM for facial expression recognition, the P(O|Ф) is needed to compute with the 

HMM an output observable symbol sequence O = {OX1,OX2,...,OXT} given the parameter set Ф = 

{π,A,B} (Saeed, 2009). 

5.3.1 The Forward algorithm 

The forward algorithm is typically used to compute the probability of an observation sequence to be 

emitted by an HMM. In order to use the HMM for facial expression recognition, the forward algorithm 

is developed to find the probability of an observation sequence given an HMM. Therefore, it is 

assumed that the parameters (π, A, B) are known. An initial set of values is used to calculate the 

probability in the forward algorithm before the optimised parameters are trained. Particularly with large 

models or long sequences, calculating the probability of every possible state sequence is 

computationally expensive. Therefore, recursive method is used to reduce the complexity of this 

problem. The partial probability in forward algorithm is the summation of all the probabilities instead of 

maximum probability as in the Viterbi algorithm (Lifshits et al., 2007). The partial probability is the 

probability of reaching an intermediate state at time t, given an observation and the initial HMM 

parameters. The forward algorithm calculates the sum of the partial probabilities recursively with a 

given observation sequence to avoid the exhaustive calculation of all paths through the HMM. Figure 

5.11 illustrates a general schema for computing forward partial probabilities. 
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Figure 5.10: Forward algorithm given HMM and observation 

At time t, the probabilities for reaching each intermediate state SX(t) where SX(t){SJoy(t), SAnger(t), 

SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t) and SDisgust(t)} ,can be computed with the partial paths (i.e. partial 

probabilities) at time t-1. There are six partial paths for each state SX(t) at time t. For instance, X=Joy, 

The partial paths for state SJoy(t) at time t, are SJoy(t-1) → SJoy(t), SAnger(t-1) → SJoy(t), SSurprise(t-1) → 

SJoy(t), SSadness(t-1) → SJoy(t), SFear(t-1) → SJoy(t) and SDisgust(t-1) → SJoy(t). The probability to reach 

state SJoy(t) at time t is the summation of these paths probabilities. Figure (5.11) illustrates the 

computation of the forward partial probabilities for SJoy(t) using the forward algorithm. 

The initial probability of state SX(t) at time t=1 is calculated by the initial observation at t=1 and 

emission probabilities because there are no paths to the state. At time t=1, the forward partial 

probabilities are defined as: 
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   (5.14)

where SX(1) {SJoy (1), SAnger(1), SSurprise(1), SSadness(1), SFear(1), SDisgust(1)}, α1 is the initial forward 

partial probability at time t=1, Oi(1) is the distance observation vector at time t=1 and bXi are emission 

probabilities. Therefore, Oi(1)  {O1(1), O2(1), O3(1), O4(1), O5(1), O6(1)} in accordance with the X-

class. 
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Figure 5.11: Computation of the forward partial probabilities for SJoy(t) 

Assuming that X=Joy, then to calculate the forward partial probability for state SJoy(t) at time t=1 the 

following equations hold, where emission probabilities are defined as BJoyi= {bJoy1, bJoy2, bJoy3, bJoy4, 

bJoy5, bJoy6} in equation 5.5 and Table 5.1. 

 
6 6

( (1)) 11
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S O b bJoy i Joyi i Joyi
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   (5.15)

α1(SJoy(1))= O1(1)× bJoy1+ O2(1) × bJoy2+ O3(1) × bJoy3+ O4(1) × bJoy4 

                         + O5(1) × bJoy5+  O6(1) × bJoy6 
(5.16)

α1(SJoy(1))= π 1× bJoy1+ π 2 × bJoy2+  π 3 × bJoy3+ π 4 × bJoy4  

                         + π 5 × bJoy5  + π6× bJoy6 

(5.17)

Similarly, six partial probabilities are used to calculate the partial probabilities at time t=2. 

For a certain state at time t, the partial probability is the summation of probabilities for the paths over 

all states at time t-1.  

For example, there are six paths at time t that ended at state SX(t),which are SJoy(t-1) → SX(t), SAnger(t-

1) → SX (t), SSurprise(t-1) → SX(t), SSadness(t-1) → SX(t), SFear(t-1) → SX(t) and SDisgust(t-1) → SX(t) defined 

as:  
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P(SX(t-1) → SJoy(t))= αt-1(SX(t-1))× aX1 (5.18)

If one assumes that X=Joy at time t=1, then there are six paths at time t that ended at state SJoy(t), 

which are SJoy(t-1) → SJoy(t), SAnger(t-1) → SJoy(t), SSurprise(t-1) → SJoy(t), SSadness(t-1) → SJoy(t), SFear(t-1) 

→ SJoy t) and SDisgust(t-1) → SJoy(t). The probabilities of SX(t-1) → SJoy(t) can be calculated as shown in 

equations (5.19 - 5.24): 

P(SJoy(t-1) → SJoy(t))= αt-1(SJoy(t-1))× aJoy1 (5.19)

P(SAnger(t-1) → SJoy(t))= αt-1(SAnger(t-1))×aAnger1 (5.20)

P(SSurprise(t-1) → SJoy(t)) = αt-1(SSurprise(t-1))×aSurprise1 (5.21)

P(SSadness(t-1) → SJoy(t))= αt-1(SSadness(t-1))×aSadness1 (5.22)

P(SFear(t-1) → SJoy(t))= αt-1(SFear(t-1))×aFear1 (5.23)

P(SDisgust(t-1) → SJoy(t))= αt-1(SDisgust(t-1))×aDisgustr1 (5.24)

Therefore the partial probability for state SJoy(t) at time t can be computed as: 
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  (5.25)

αt(SJoy(t))= αt-1(SJoy(t-1))×aJoy1×bJoy1× O1(t)  

                   + αt-1(SAnger(t-1))×aAnger1×bJoy2× O2(t) 

                      + αt-1(SSurprise(t-1))×aSurprise1×bJoy3× O3(t) 

                      + αt-1(SSadness(t-1))×aSadness1×bJoy4× O4(t) 

                      + αt-1(SFear(t-1))×aFear1×bJoy5× O5(t) 

                     + αt-1(SDisgust(t-1))×aDisgust1×bJoy6× O6(t) 

(5.26)

where αt-1(SJoy(t-1))× aJoy1, αt-1(SAnger(t-1))×aAnger1, αt-1(SSurprise(t-1))×aSurprise1, αt-1(SSadness(t-1))×aSadness1, 

αt-1(SFear(t-1))×aFear1 and αt-1(SDisgust(t-1))×aDisgustr1 are the transition probabilities from SJoy(t-1), SAnger(t-

1), SSurprise(t-1), SSadness(t-1), SFear(t-1) and SDisgust(t-1) to SJoy(t) respectively.  

The terms bJoy1× O1(t), bJoy2× O2(t), bJoy3× O3(t), bJoy4× O4(t), bJoy5× O5(t), bJoy6× O6(t) are the emission 

probabilities of the state SJoy(t) for observations O1(t),O2(t),O3(t) ,O4(t) ,O5(t) ,O6(t) at time t 

respectively. Therefore, given estimated HMM parameters (A,B) and an observation distance 
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sequence, the probability of reaching a state SX(t) at time t can be calculated using the forward 

algorithm. 

5.3.2 The Backward algorithm 

The forward algorithm calculates the probabilities at time t by using the probabilities at time t-1, t-2, t-

3,….,1. On other hand, the backward algorithm calculates the probabilities at time t by using the 

probabilities at time t+1, t+2, t+3,…, T, until the end of the HMM. Both algorithms are used to find the 

optimal state sequence and estimating the HMM parameters. 

The backward algorithm calculates recursively backward variables by going backward along the 

observation sequence. Figure 5.12 illustrates the computation of backward partial probabilities for 

SJoy(t) using the backward algorithm. 

 

Figure 5.12: Computation of the backward partial probabilities for SJoy(t) 

The backward variable “the partial probability” at the end time T and state SX(T) is initialised as 

(Bilmes, 2006; Durand and Hoberman, 2009): 

βT(SJoy(T))=1 (5.27)

In the backward algorithm, the partial probabilities at time t are calculated using the partial 

probabilities at time t+1. The calculation continues recursively until it reaches time t=1. 
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Similar to the forward probabilities concept, at time t=1, there are six partial probabilities to the state 

SX(t), where SX(t) {SJoy(t), SAnger(t), SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t) and SDisgust(t)}. There are βt(SJoy(t)), 

βt(SAnger(t)), βt(SSurprise(t)), βt(SSadness(t)), βt(SFear(t)) and βt(SDisgust(t)). 

For instance, if X=Joy, then to calculate the backward partial probability to state SJoy(t) at time t, there 

are six possible paths to SJoy(t) from time t+1. Therefore, the partial probability for state SJoy(t) at time t 

is given by: 

 1
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βt(SJoy(t))= βt+1(SJoy(t+1))×aJoy1×bJoy1× O1(t)  

                   + βt+1(SAnger(t+1))×aJoy2×bAnger1× O2(t) 

                      + βt+1(SSurprise(t+1))×aJoy3×bSurprise1× O3(t) 

                      + βt+1(SSadness(t+1))×aJoy4×bSadness1× O4(t) 

                     + βt+1(SFear(t+1))×aJoy5×bFear1× O5(t) 

                     + βt+1(SDisgust(t+1))×aJoy6×bDisgust1× O6(t) 

(5.29)

where 

βt+1(SJoy(t+1))×aJoy1, βt+1(SAnger(t+1))×aJoy2, βt+1(SSurprise(t+1))×aJoy3,βt+1(SSadness(t+1))×aJoy4, 

βt+1(SFear(t+1))×aJoy5, βt+1(SDisgust(t+1))×aJoy6 are probabilities of transiting through path from SJoy(t+1), 

SAnger(t+1), SSurprise(t+1), SSadness(t+1), SFear(t+1) and SDisgust(t+1) at time t+1 to SJoy(t) at time t 

respectively. 

bJoy1× O1(t), bAnger1× O2(t), bSurprise3× O3(t), bSadness4× O4(t), bFear5× O5(t), bDisgust6× O6(t) are the 

probabilities of state SJoy(t) emit to observation O1(t), O2(t), O3(t), O4(t) ,O5(t) ,O6(t) at time t 

respectively. 

Therefore, to estimate the initial parameters of the forward and backward partial probabilities a 

training model using observations and hidden states are run via the Baum- Welch algorithm. This 

algorithm computes joint forward-backward probabilities.  

5.4 Baum-Welch algorithm 

Baum-Welch algorithm (Bilmes, 1998; Bilmes, 2006) is an effective method to estimate HMM 

parameters with only observation sequences. The Baum-Welch training algorithm converges to a set 
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of parameters that maximises the likelihood to observe the given sequence. It is a special case of the 

Estimation Maximization (EM) method and is the most commonly used method for the model training. 

Baum-Welch algorithm works by assigning initial probabilities empirically to all the parameters. Once 

the initial values are assigned to the parameters, the algorithm enters a loop for training. Then, 

estimating the likelihood of the data under the current parameters until the training data converges to 

a local maximum. Appendix E illustrates the computations of the Baum-Welch algorithm. 

In this work, Baum-Welch algorithm is employed to train the HMM based on training database, which 

consists of six classes of observation sequences (i.e. Joy, Anger, Surprise, Sadness, Fear, Disgust). 

Guessed values of emission and transition probabilities based on the human knowledge are used in 

the algorithm to the initial parameters. This work used the Baum-Welch statistics Toolbox hidden 

Markov model function, available in Matlab® to provide an optimised solution for estimating the HMM 

parameters. 

5.4.1 Hidden Markov Model parameters’ training  

The first step in training of the HMM parameters is to collected a training data that consists of 

observations of each class. HMM parameters are discussed in section 5.2.1. To obtain the initial HMM 

parameters, the Baum-Welch Algorithm is used.  

The main processes to find the parameters behind the Baum-Welch algorithm as the following 

(Durand and Hoberman, 2009): 

1. Choose initial probabilities’ values for the HMM parameters (π,A, B). 

2. Compute the overall probability from Sate SX(t) to SX(t+1) using the current HMM parameters. 

3. Count the overall probability of states SX(t) emits observation Oi(t). 

4. Update A, B from results of step 2 and step 3. 

5. Repeat if not converged. Convergence occurs after a certain number of iterations or after 

some threshold probability is exceeded 

To calculate first and second, two partial probabilities are needed (Saeed, 2009): 

1. The probability of HMM in state SJoy(t), SAnger(t), SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t) and SDisgust(t) at 

time t are calculated using the forward algorithm ,given the observation set and HMM 

parameters. 

2. The probability of HMM in state SJoy(t+1), SAnger(t+1), SSurprise(t+1), SSadness(t+1), SFear(t+1) and 

SDisgust(t+1) at time t+1 are calculated using the backward Algorithm, given the observation set 

and HMM parameters. 
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5.5 Decoding of expressions using Hidden Markov Models 

The aim of using HMM in this work is to decide the most probable state sequence using a sequence 

of distance observation vectors. This can be accomplished by searching exhaustively through the 

entire possible hidden paths. Therefore, this requires calculating the all possible sequences of hidden 

states and then finds the probability of the observed sequence for each of the models.  

This approach is feasible, but it is computationally expensive to find the most probable sequence by 

exhaustively calculating each combination. For instance, the possible paths for two states S1 and S2 

from time t-1 to time t are: S1(t-1)→ S1(t), S1(t-1) → S2(t), S2(t-1) → S1(t), S2(t-1) → S2(t) and the 

number of possible path is 22 . From time t-1 to time t+1, the number of possible paths is 23=8 and so 

on; the number of path is increased to 2T times at time T. Hence, the possible paths of n states at time 

T are increased to nT (Sramek et al., 2007). To avoid this exponential increase of the computational 

complexity, the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967) is employed to compute the maximum probability 

hidden path. 

The optimal probable sequence of hidden states consist of choosing the state sequence (or path) that 

has the maximum the probability of generating the given observation sequence with respect to a 

given model. This sequence can be determined recursively via the Viterbi algorithm.  

The idea of the Viterbi algorithm is to find the most probable sequence of hidden states by listing all 

possible sequences of hidden states given an observation sequence and a HMM. First, a partial 

probability is defined, which is the probability of reaching a particular intermediate state in the HMM. 

These partial probabilities represent the probability of the most probable intermediate and final for the 

terminating state at time t, instead of the total probability at time T, where T is the total time of the 

video sequence. Therefore, these paths are defined as partial best paths. Each of these partial best 

paths has an associated probability, the partial probability Pt(Sx(t)), where t is the intermediate time 

and SX(t) { SJoy (t), SAnger(t), SSurprise(t), SSadness(t), SFear(t), SDisgust(t) } at time t. Suppose Pt(SX(t)) is the 

probability of the most probable path to the state SX, then it is the maximum probability of all 

sequences ending at state SX at time t. The partial best path is the sequence that achieves this 

maximal probability. Such a probability exists for each possible value of SX(t). 

5.5.1 Hidden states estimation using Viterbi algorithm 

The recursive computation of partial probabilities continues to the end of the HMM, where the total 

max probability is found. The Viterbi algorithm reduces the expensive computation by using recursive 

calculation. So, it is advantageous to compute the partial probability for each intermediate and end 

state using the Viterbi algorithm. The aim is to find the most probable sequence of states through the 

HMM given an observation sequence. Therefore, every intermediate states through the HMM should 
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be recorded through the process to avoid the additional calculation. The Viterbi algorithm has the 

advantage of using the recursion to decode an observation sequence. Hence, the computational 

complexity is reduced. This algorithm is easy to apply for finite Markov chains where memory 

resources are sufficient. 

5.5.2 Optimal state sequence using the Viterbi algorithm 

The partial probabilities are calculated with the known current observation and probabilities of the 

previous states. In particular, each state at time t=T, the best path is computed by choosing the state 

with the maximum partial probability and choosing its partial best path. Therefore, when t=1, the most 

probable path to a state does not sensibly exist, however the probability of being in a particular state 

is calculated by the observation at t=1 and emission probabilities. At time t=1, the partial probabilities 

are calculated as (Zhang, 2008; Fujiwara et al., 2009): 

 1
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where SX(1) { SJoy (1), SAnger(1), SSurprise(1), SSadness(1), SFear(1), SDisgust(1) } and bXi is the probability of 

observing the class i when the current state is SX(1). 

 

For example, let X=Joy, then to calculate probabilities for state Joy, a set of emission probabilities is 

defined as BJoyi={ bJoy1, bJoy2, bJoy3, bJoy4, bJoy5, bJoy6} as in equation 5.1 and table 5.1. 
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  (5.31)

Six partial probabilities may be calculated by equation (5.30), which are P1 (SJoy(1)), P1 (SAnger(1)), 

P1(SSurprise (1)), P1 (SSadness (1)), P1 (SFear (1)) and P1 (SDisgust (1)). Then, they are used to calculate the 

partial probabilities at time t=2. 

For a certain state SX at time t=2, the best partial path is the one that achieves the maximum 

probability to the state. For instance, when X=Joy, there are six possible paths at time t=2 that end at 

state SJoy(2). The paths are: SJoy(1) → SJoy(2), SJoy(1) → SAnger(2), SJoy(1) → SSurprise(2), SJoy(1) → 

SSadness(2), SJoy(1) → SFear(2) and SJoy(1) → SDisgust(2). Similarly, the paths for state SX(2) { SJoy (2), 

SAnger(2), SSurprise(2), SSadness(2), SFear(2), SDisgust(2) may be computed in equation (5.32) as follows:  

1( (1) (2)) ( (1))X XiT S S S aPX X     (5.32)
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From the above discussions, at time t=2, the probabilities for the transitions for SJoy(2) are calculated 

as: 

1 1( (1) (2)) ( (1))Joy JoyT S S S aPJoy Joy    (5.33)

( (1) (2)) ( (1))1 1T S S S aPAnger Joy Anger Anger   (5.34)

( (1) (2)) ( (1))1 1T S S S aPSuprise Joy Suprise Suprise   (5.35)

( (1) (2)) ( (1))1 1T S S S aPSadness Joy Sadness Sadness   (5.36)

( (1) (2)) ( (1))1 1T S S S aPFear Joy Fear Fear   (5.37)

( (1) (2)) ( (1))1 1T S S S aPDisgust Joy Disgust Disgust   (5.38)

where P1 (SJoy(1)), P1 (SAnger(1)), P1(SSurprise (1)), P1 (SSadness (1)), P1 (SFear (1)) and P1 (SDisgust (1)) are 

the partial probability at time t=1, (aJoy1, aAnger1, aSurprise1, asadness1, aFear1, aDisgust1) are transition 

probabilities from State SX(1) to SJoy(2).  

The partial probabilities of specific observation vector at time can be computed for observations 

{OJoy(2), OAnger(2), OSurprise(2), OSadness(2), OFear(2), ODisgust(2)}. 

To discuss the computation of the partial probabilities at time t=2, Figures 5.9 and 5.13 are 

considered. It can be see that there are six parts for each probability for a specified state SX(t). Each 

partial probability (i.e. (PJoy(2), PAnger(2), PSurprise(2), PSadness(2), PFear(2), PDisgust(2)) ) is generated from 

the X-model expression OJoy(2), OAnger(2), OSurprise(2), OSadness(2), OFear(2), ODisgust (2) respectively. 

Hence, for instance, when X=Joy, the partial probability at time t=2 is calculated as follows: 

P2(SX(1)→ SJoy(2))=P1(SX(1)) × aX1 × bJoyi × OX(1) + P1(SJoy(1))×aJoyi×bJoyi×OJoy(1) (5.39)

where P(SX(1) → SJoy(2)) is the partial path from the state SX to State SJoy and X  {Joy, Anger, 

Surprise, Sadness, Fear, Disgust} and i={1,2,3,4,5,6} that denote to equivalent expression in X. 
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Figure 5.13: The transition probabilities from P( SX(t) → SJoy(t+1)) 

From the above discussions, at time t=2, six partial probabilities from state SX to SJoy are calculated as 

in the following equations: 

P2(SJoy(1)→ SJoy(2))=P1(SJoy(1))×aJoy1×bJoy1×OJoy(1) + P1(SJoy(1))×aJoy1×bJoy1×OJoy(1) (5.40)

P2(SAnger(1)→ SJoy(2))=P1(SAnger(1))×aAnger1×bJoy2×OAnger(1) 

                                 +P1(SJoy(1))×aAnger1×bJoy2×OJoy(1) 
(5.41)

P2(SSurprise(1)→ SJoy(2))=P1(SSurprise (1))× aSurprise1× bJoy3× OSurprise(1) 

                                    +P1(SJoy(1))×aSurprise1×bJoy3×OJoy(1) 
(5.42)

P2(SSadness(1)→ SJoy(2))=P1(SSadness (1))× aSadness1× bJoy4× OSadness(1) 

                                     +P1(SJoy(1))×aSadness1×bJoy4×OJoy(1) 
(5.43)

P2(SFear(1)→ SJoy(2))=P1(SFear (1))× aFear1× bJoy5× OFear(1) 

                                +P1(SJoy(1))×aFear1×bJoy5×OJoy(1) 
(5.44)

P2(SDisgust(1)→ SJoy(2))=P1(SDisgust (1))× aDisgust1× bJoy6× ODisgust(1) (5.45)
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                                   +P1(SJoy(1))×aDisgust1×bJoy6×OJoy(1)

The best partial probabilities from SX(1) → SJoy(2) is the maximum partial probability at time t=2. 

P2(SJoy(2))= max(P2 (SJoy(1) → SJoy(2)), P2 (SAnger(1) → SJoy(2)), 

                     P2 (SSurprise(1)→SJoy(2)), P2 (SSadness(1) → SJoy(2)),   

                     P2 (SFear(1) → SJoy(2)), P2 (SDisgust(1) → SJoy(2))) 

(5.46)

Therefore, if the maximum partial probability at time t is Pt(SX(t)), Pt(SJoy(t)), the maximum partial 

probability at time t+1 can be calculated as: 

Pt+1(SX(t+1))= max(Pt+1 (SJoy(t) → SX(t+1)), P t+1 (SAnger(t) → SX(t+1)), 

                   Pt+1 (SSurprise(t)→SX(t+1)), P t+1 (SSadness(t) → SX(t+1)),    

                   Pt+1   (SFear(t) → SX(t+1)), P t+1(SDisgust(t) → SX(t+1))) 

(5.47)

The path that results Pt+1(SX(t+1)) is considered as the partial best path to SX(t+1) at time t+1. Also, it 

is defined as the best partial probability for SX(t+1). For instance, Pt+1(SJoy(t+1)) is defined as the best 

partial probability for intermediate state SJoy(t+1) at time t+1. 

Pt+1(SJoy(t+1))= max(Pt+1 (SJoy(t) → SJoy(t+1)), P t+1 (SAnger(t) → SJoy(t+1)), 

                              Pt+1 (SSurprise(t)→SJoy(t+1)), P t+1 (SSadness(t) → SJoy(t+1)),   

                             P t+1   (SFear(t) → SJoy(t+1)), P t+1(SDisgust(t) → SJoy(t+1))) 

(5.48)

Having computed the forward and backward probabilities, the parameters of HMM is re-estimated with 

Baum-Welch algorithm. The HMM parameters are imported into integrated program for facial 

expression classification based on the Viterbi algorithm. 

5.6 Summary 

This chapter has discussed design of MOHMM and time series distances observation vectors and 

their corresponding hidden states’ models. Problems associated with the design of HMM and, in 

particular, concepts of forward and backward algorithm leading to specific computational methods 

required in the computing of forward and backward partial probabilities are also discussed. Matlab’s 

Baum-Welch algorithm is utilised in the training phase to estimate HMM parameters. The Viterbi 

algorithm is used for the estimation of the most likely sequence of an HMM in facial expressions 

classification and in the decoding of the underlying state sequence of expressions. Whereas (Zhang, 
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2008) considered only two facial observations, this work uses six. This represents another 

contribution of this work. 
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CHAPTER 6: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This chapter discusses experiments conducted to accomplish the functionality of the proposed 

system. Experiments were performed in relation to skin detection, face detection, facial feature 

localisation, facial feature extraction and facial feature classification. In each experiment, outcomes 

are analysed and compared against previous research. The facial detection systems were tested 

using laboratory images. All algorithms are implemented in Matlab code and run on laptop with 2.0 

GHz Intel Core Duo CPU and hosting 4.0 GB of RAM. 

6.1 Distribution of experimental subjects 

Table 6.1 shows the distribution of subjects from different races, ages and gender were used for initial 

experiments. These images were used to develop the skin model that formed the basis of skin 

detection in this work. 

Table 6.1: Number of subjects used in the experiments 

Gender Skin Colour 

Male Female Black Lighter Colour Skin 
20 10 4 26 

6.2 Skin detection 

6.2.1 Skin training model 

Images captured were used to build the skin training model. Rectangular areas of skin with 

dimensions of 16 * 16 pixels were manually cut from the cheek for each sample image. Figure 6.1 

shows different skin sample images used in this work. 

 

Figure 6.1: Skin samples of different races 
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Up to 200 skin samples were used to build the skin model. An increase in the number of skin samples 

increased the accuracy of the skin colour model and allowed the chromatic colour space to be fitted 

closely to the normal distribution. Appendix F shows the skin colour distribution of different models 

based on the number of samples. It illustrates the skin colour training and its potential to cluster in a 

chromatic colour space. 

Using the chromatic colour space a Gaussian distribution of the skin was computed. The mean and 

covariance of the skin distribution were substituted into Gaussian and Likelihood equations to obtain 

skin models (i.e. Gaussian and Likelihood models). Experimental outcomes showed that the 

Likelihood model was more accurate and less computationally intensive as compared to the Gaussian 

model. It was also observed that the Likelihood model was more robust against black skin with a 

detection rate of 96.67% whilst the Gaussian model resulted in 93.3%. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show 

images segmented to skin and non-skin regions after applying the Gaussian and Likelihood models 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6.2: Image segmentation into skin and non-skin regions based on Gaussian model 

  

Figure 6.3: Image segmentation into skin and non-skin regions based on Likelihood model 

6.2.2 Threshold segmentation 

As skin colour varies from person to person, images were segmented into binary images using a 

threshold technique. The threshold value ranges from 0 to 1 incremented by 0.05 to select the optimal 
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threshold experimentally. The best threshold value was selected when the number of skin segments 

was set to minimum. The skin region detected when the threshold value was 0.25 as shown in Figure 

6.4. 

 

Figure 6.4: Image segmentation image with the best threshold value 

6.2.3 Morphological operations 

Noise can corrupt the output image. This noise may appear as a small hole in the skin region. Thus, 

the face detection algorithm uses morphological operations to refine the skin-like regions extracted 

during the skin segmentation process. These skin-like regions are referred to as sub-regions that can 

be grouped together by using the simple dilation and erosion operations on the regions. Dilation is 

used to fill any small hole in the region and erosion to remove any small object from the background. 

The problem may occur when this technique is applied to images containing a group of people as the 

detected region might appear as a single entity. The proposed algorithm assumes that only one face 

is shown in an image and, therefore, using these operations will lead the skin detection to be more 

accurate.  

The skin regions are refined by applying dilation and erosion operations. In this work, the best results 

were obtained when holes in the binary image are filled with 4-connection pixels’ mask. This was then 

followed by an erosion operation using 10-connection pixels’ mask. This ensured the removal of the 

background noise. Using 8-conecction pixels’ mask the image was dilated to fill up small holes left 

(see Figure 6.5). 
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(a): Filling operation 

 

(b): Erosion operation 

 

(c): Dilation operation 

 

(d): End results after applying Morphological operations 

Figure 6.5: Results of Morphological operations 
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Figure 6.6: Detected skin regions in images 

6.3 Face detection results 

The face detection algorithm (EBFDA) measures three properties of each skin region, which are the 

height and width of the box skin region, major axis and minor of the ellipse skin region and centroid of 

the skin region.  

To test the EBFDA, 100 images are used to examine, compare and experimentally extract the 

inequalities (i.e. limits of the major, minor and ellipse ratio as indicated in section 3.2.2).  

The algorithm was able to detect face regions even when the face has some occlusion such as 

glasses and facial hair. Figure 6.7 shows samples of these experiments’ results where the original 

image on the left and the final face detection region on the right. 
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(a) A plain facial image 

 
(b) A facial image with beard and moustache

  
(c) A facial image with beard, moustache and spectacles 

Figure 6.7: Face detection region 

The face skin region was refined to remove unwanted regions such as neck and forehead as 

discussed in section 3.2.4. This has the advantage of reducing the complexity of the computations at 

the facial feature localisation stage. 

The algorithm was firstly applied to a sample of 335 still images. Following this, it was applied to 240 

video clips where each has between 45 to 157 frames. These videos were processed as a part of the 

facial expression recognition system. The segmented face images were verified by a human observer 

as either successful or unsuccessful (i.e. subject movement) detection.  

The successful face detection rate achieved was 98.2% for still images. Further experiments were 

conducted on 240 video clips. These contained a total of 14848 individual frames that were 
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subsequently applied to the proposed algorithm. Out of this, the number detected successfully was 

14446 frames that gave 97.3% rate of detection. 

6.3.1 Comparative results of face detection 

Comparison of the face detection rate between the proposed algorithm and other methods are shown 

in Table 6.2. Although these methods were discussed in section 2.2, their inclusion here is to highlight 

their differences with this work. From experimental results in section 6.3, it can be seen that the face 

detection method presented in this work has a higher detection rate for still and video images. This is 

because the proposed algorithm uses five parameters which are major and minor axes of an ellipse, 

height and width of a box that determine the skin region and the centroid point of the skin region for 

detecting the proper face region. These parameters are calculated as distances between the pixels of 

skin regions and hence are easy to compute.  

Table 6.2: Segmentation rate for different face detection methods 

Method Authors 
No of images or 

frames 

Face detection 

rate 

The proposed (EBFDA) 
algorithm  

This work 
335 images and 
14848 frames  

97.3% 

Geometric face Mondal et al. (2010) 25 images 94.25% 

Skin colour model Zhang (2008) 1031 frames 97.5% 

AdaBoost algorithm Wu and Ai (2008) 226 images 82.3% 

Gabor Wavelets and Neural 
Networks 

Sahoolizadeh et al. 
(2008) 

130 images 
77% to 93% 

Template matching 
Nallaperumal et 

al.(2008) 
40 images 

92.5% 

Template matching Manoria et al. (2007) 
20 different 

images with a 
total of 59 faces 

83% 

Neural Networks Smach et al. (2006) 500 images 99% 

Table 6.2 clearly illustrates the differences between the proposed facial detection algorithm and 

various methods that have been used by previous authors. It is interesting to note that by comparing 

this work with facial features method (Wu and Ai, 2008) based on AdaBoost (Viola and Jones, 2001), 

it was found that, the latter had a high rate of false detection. AdaBoost is also computationally 

expensive when applied to video images and very affected when different size images are applied. In 

another note, Zhang (2008) proposed a method using colour distance maps in conjunction with 

centres of gravity to detect the faces in 1031 images captured from 65 video clips based on a single 
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ethnic group. Comparing Zhang’s proposal, it is evident that this work achieved almost a similar 

success rate even though different subjects from various ethnicities were used as samples. 

6.4 Facial feature localisation results 

Morphological operations are used for manipulating image features based on their shapes. This is 

achieved through the accurate detection of eyes and mouth. Although several authors (Arof et al., 

2008; Khandait et al., 2009; Yuen et al., 2010) have conducted work in this area, the process of 

solving the problem of facial features detection is challenging due to its complexity. For instance face 

posture, occlusions and illumination would have adverse effects on the performance of features 

detection. Morphological operations are robust and computationally less expensive and hence they 

can be used to eliminate the need for special illumination for the camera. 

The central processor for facial features detection in this work is the Facial Features Distance 

algorithm (FFDA). This algorithm is tested on individual images captured as frontal faces using a 

digital camera from the same distance and with normal room lighting conditions. Figure 6.8 shows the 

processing steps of facial feature localisation as discussed in section 3.3. 

Using the FFDA, a successful detection rate of over 95.7% was achieved based on a sample of 329 

still images. Table 6.3 shows the detection rate of facial features (i.e. left eye, right eye, and mouth) in 

single images. The experimental outcome showed that locating the eyes features were more accurate 

as compared to that of the mouth. The difference in the detection rate achieved was attributed to 

experimental glitch in the data. 

Table 6.3: Feature detection rate for FFDA 

Features Ratio of features detected 

Left Eye 96.1% 

Right Eye 95.2% 

Mouth 93.0% 

A successful detection rate of 93.5% minimum was measured for 200 video clips. 
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Figure 6.8: Processing of facial feature localisation 

6.4.1 Comparative results of Facial feature localisation 

A comparison between the proposed algorithm developed in this thesis and other methods is shown in 

Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4: Segmentation rate for different facial feature detection method  

Method Authors 
No of images or 

frames 
facial feature detection 

rate 

The proposed algorithm This thesis 
329 images and 
14848 frames 

95.7% and 93.5%  

Template Matching Yuen et al. (2010) 
72 images 93% and 95.8% for 

mouth detection 

AdaBoost classifiers Jiao et al. (2009) 1846 images 88.4%  

AAM with Gabor wavelet 
17 facial points 

Weiwei and Nannan 
(2009) 

400 images 
94% 

K-means clustering 
algorithm 

Lekshmi et al. (2008) 
100 images and 

200 frames 
92% 
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Liner Hough transform Arof et al. (2008) 300 images 85% 

ASM 75 feature point Mahoor et al. (2006) 70 images 70% 

It is observed from the results that the proposed algorithm detection rate of 95.7% for still face 

images. The proposed method can be categorised as a facial features’ approach as it uses features 

instead of the whole face. In the work of Arof et al. (2008), 300 facial images were used. Facial 

feature detection rate measured was 85%. The false detection rate of 15% was due largely to failed 

mouth detections. On the other hand, Lekshmi et al. (2008) used K-means to find the near possible 

pixels, then searching within the regions to connect the close groups as facial features. The detection 

rate of 92% was measured using 200 frames of video images and 94% for 100 still images. In 

comparison with these methods, the proposed algorithm used a morphological operation by searching 

for the darkest pixel to detect the pupils of the eyes within the face image. This had the advantage of 

being a faster implementation than those techniques. 

Holistic approaches are more expensive in time and computation due to using the whole face instead 

of the parts. From table 6.6 it is seen that, Mahoor et al. (2006) used 70 still images to compute 70 % 

facial feature detection rate using 75 facial features derived from training images. Weiwei and Nannan 

(2009) applied Gabor wavelet on 400 face images to locate 17 feature points and measured 94% 

feature detection rate. In comparison to this work only 3 feature points were used whereas in Mahoor 

et al. (2006) and Weiwei and Nannan (2009) used 75 and 17 feature points respectively. 

Yuen et al. (2010) used two templates in conjunction with the Hough transform to find the eyes region. 

Their detection for the mouth was 95.8% and that of the eyes was 93% using 72 still images. 

However, in comparison to this work, 93% detection rate for the mouth and an average detection rate 

of 95.5 % for the eyes were measured. 

The proposed algorithm (FDDA) uses two points for the eyes pupils to locate and detect the facial 

features and compute the distance between those points to estimate the mouth location. The 

algorithm is simple, computationally inexpensive and easy to implement as compared to all the 

methods identified in Table 6.6. 

6.5 Facial features extraction results 

In this work, facial features are represented using facial parts such as left eye, right eye and mouth 

instead of the whole face image. This reduced the computational cost in the later stages of the 

proposed system. 

Grey images were computed in order to extract its features as described in Chapter 4. The training set 

consisted of 90 video clips that contained 5590 frames. Initially, the video clips were categorised by 
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human observer into 6 categories of Joy, Anger, Surprise, Sadness, Fear and Disgust. Facial parts 

were segmented from face images. The mean and standard deviation were calculated for each 

category. The left eye, right eye and mouth features of each category were computed using formulas 

4.1 and 4.2. The facial features extracted from training models (i.e. classes) as shown in Figure 6.9 

where X represents a single category or class. 

 

Figure 6.9: The facial features extracted of the training X-class models 

To compute the feature centroid points, K-means in Matlab® statistics Toolbox is used. These 

centroid points are then used to compute the feature vectors that represent each model.  

Figure 6.10.a-c show that the clustering process are differentiated successfully given that there are no 

more than two feature centroid points that lie within a single class cluster.  

 

Figure 6.10.a: The computation of K-means of left eye feature cluster 
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Figure 6.10.b: The computation of K-means of right eye feature cluster 

 

Figure 6.10.c: The computation of K-means of Mouth feature cluster 
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K-means features centroid points are employed to compute the Euclidean distance vectors for each 

expression category. These features centroid points and distance vectors were used to compute the 

parameters for the Hidden Markov Model. 

6.5.1 Comparative results of facial feature extraction 

Previous works applied Gabor Wavelet transform and facial Action Units (AUs) to extract the facial 

features. For example, Lekshmi and Sasikumar (2008, 2009) applied the Gabor Wavelet on each 

input image. Each image was normalised to 140×140 which was then transformed to eleven sub 

images using Gabor wavelets. The resulting data was applied to a Radial Basis Function for 

classification. Cheng et al. (2008) on the other hand applied Gabor Wavelet transform to extract 

features in the form of coefficients. This was applied to an HMM for classification. These researches 

demonstrated that Gabor filters can be used as discriminative techniques for facial expressions. 

However, applying Gabor Wavelets to whole face images can be computationally expensive. 

The representation based on facial AUs (Zhang and Ji, 2005 ; Tong et al., 2007) was aimed to 

describe facial behaviours using a set of AUs, a concept derived from the psychology discipline. AUs 

were described by 26 facial features that were partial images taken from face images. These partial 

images cannot be used as input for most classifiers. 

In comparison with the above methods, Murthy and Jadon (2009) utilised the Eigen face method to 

compute Eigen facial expressions. Six Eigen spaces for facial expressions were computed based on 

the principal component analysis (PCA). This was computed holistically and required a large memory 

space to accomplish the process.  

Zhang (2008) applied the Gegenbauer Features to distinguish facial parts (i.e. left eye, right eye and 

mouth). His work involved the use of Gegenbauer moments as features which were then applied to an 

HMM. Using facial parts as instances of whole face Zhang pre-computed the moments from the 

training set. The disadvantage of the method is that, it required more computational time to extract the 

necessary parameters required by the classifier. 

In this work, the proposed facial features method is represented by six features for each image. 

Features are extracted by computing the mean and standard deviation of facial parts (i.e. left eye, 

right eye and mouth). For each class, centroids of the feature points were computed using K-means 

algorithm. Thus, three centroid points were computed to represent each class. These class centroids 

were in turn used to compute the magnitudes of the Euclidean distances from features of each facial 

part. For simplicity, the directions of the Euclidean distances were ignored. This technique allowed the 

Euclidean distances to be fed into the HMM for further processing.  
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6.6 Facial features classification experiments  

A hundred video clips were captured under normal room lighting conditions to conduct initial 

experiments on the proposed system. The videos contained 9142 frames. Each video clip contained 

two or more facial expressions of joy, anger, surprise, sadness, fear and disgust.  

6.6.1 Estimation of state chain for the Hidden Markov Model 

In order to use an HMM as a classifier it is necessary at first to compute its state chain. Using 

magnitudes of the Euclidean distances are passed to the Baum–Welch algorithm to compute the 

emission and transition matrices. These matrices are used as parameters for the HMM. The unknown 

video clip feature per frame was then passed to the HMM for analysis. This is because a video clip is 

time-series data and the time for each frame is dependent on the previous frame. The Euclidean 

distance vector corresponding the frame or time is then computed. For a whole video clip several 

vectors are computed. These vectors are used in the Viterbi algorithm, to compute partial probabilities 

of the HMM for each time sequence. The maximum partial probability is associated to the likely state. 

Figure 6.11 shows a sequence of face images that the HMM computed as the most likely state or 

recognised as a Surprise expression. Features extracted from these sequences are shown in Figure 

6.12. 

 

Figure 6.11: Sequence of segmented facial images 
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Figure 6.12: Sequence of segmented facial features images 

Figures 6.13.a and 6.13.b illustrate results derived from the Viterbi algorithm and showing six partial 

probabilities of the HMM computed for time sequences between t=55 and t=66. 

 

Figure 6.13.a: Partial probabilities calculated from sequence distance vectors (time t=55 to t=60) 
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Figure 6.13.b: Partial probabilities calculated from sequence distance vectors (time t=61 to t=66) 

These demonstrate that between t=55 to time t=66 the maximum partial probability of observations 

computed using the Viterbi algorithm was Surprise. Partial probabilities of facial features part from 

time t=55 to t=66 are shown in Appendix G. The states for each time frame from t=55 to t=66 in the 

Markov chain is also illustrated in the Figure 6.14.  

 

Figure 6.14: Markov chain for facial expressions detection of sequence frames  

In this work, an expression is defined as four or more continuous states in the Markov chain. This 

means that, the detection of any successful expression must have lasted more than four times in the 

sequence for a successful recognition. Given that TX is the number of maximum partial probabilities 
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for the same expression in a continuous Markov chain, then classification of that expression can be 

defined as: 

TX ≥ 4  for  a successful detection (6.1)

TX < 4  for an unsuccessful detection (6.2)

The constants in equation (6.1) and (6.2) were determined by heuristics. Comparing Figure 6.11 with 

Figure 6.14 from time t=55 to t=66, it is observed that the expression detected is Surprise. 

6.6.2 Further facial expression recognition results 

To test the proposed system for robustness a variation of video clips were captured based on 

constraints highlighted in scope and limitations of this research (see section 1.5). Two categorises of 

experiments are conducted. (i.e. successful and unsuccessful).  

Category 1: This experiment is to verify if the proposed system’s Markov chain recognises the facial 

expressions that exist in the video clip correctly. Experiments 1, 2 and 3 concentrate on detection of 

expressions within a video sequence and to classify them against a human observation. 

Category 2: This experiment is to verify if the proposed system’s Markov chain recognises the facial 

expressions that exist in the video clip as incorrect. Experiments 4, 5 and 6 concentrate on detection 

of expressions within a video sequence and to classify them against a human observation. 

Experiment 1 

The video clip whose sequence images are shown in Figure 6.16 is fed into the proposed system. 

The result of the experiment is illustrated in Figure 6.15 from time t=48 to t=59. The segmented facial 

parts are shown in Figure 6.17. It can be seen that, the Markov chain recognised the clip as a Joy 

expression from time t=48 to t=55. Then at time 56 to time 59 the Markov chain recognised the as a 

Surprise expression. Comparing this result with those of human observers it is concluded that, the 

experiment was successful. 
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Figure 6.15: Markov chain for an image sequence in experiment 1 

 

Figure 6.16: Sequence of images for a segmented face in experiment 1 
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Figure 6.17: Sequence of images for segmented facial features in experiment 1 

Experiment 2 

This experiment refers to the video clip, whose results, after applying to the proposed system is shown 

in Figure 6.18. This clip lasted for frame time t=1 to t=12. In the first six frames from time t=1 to t=6, 

the Markov chain recognised the states as a Joy expression. From time t=7 to t=12, the Markov chain 

recognised the states as an Anger expression. The segmented facial parts are shown in Figure 6.19 

and Figure 6.20. Comparison of these results with those of human observers indicated that the 

proposed system classified the clip correctly. 

 

Figure 6.18: Markov chain for an image sequence in experiment 2 
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Figure 6.19: Sequence of images for a segmented face in experiment 2 

 

 

 

Figure 6.20: Sequence of images for segmented facial features in experiment 2 

Experiment 3 

This experiment was intended to determine the robustness of the proposed system by inputting a 

video sequence in which an expression is registered for less than 4 frames. The experimental result is 

illustrated in Figure 6.21. In this work, head movements of subjects were assumed negligible, 

however due to considerable movements of subjects during the video capture this consequently 

resulted in unsuccessful detection of facial expressions. The result shows that, recognition of these 

expressions changed over the time t to different expressions.  

An expression is defined as False if it changes more than two times in four time sequence. The 

classification of an expression as a False state can be defined as: 
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TF ≥ 4   where TF is the number of changes over 4 frames.  (6.3)

Therefore, in Figure 6.21 expressions in the video clip was classified as Fear, Disgust and Joy from 

time t=54 to t=65 respectively. From time t=61 to t=63 expressions recognised were Sadness, Disgust 

and Disgust respectively. An observation of Figure 6.22 shows that a sudden movement of the 

candidate was consequent to unsuccessful features detection. Figure 6.24 illustrates a successful 

False detection taking equation 6.3 into account. 

Although this was classified as False, it is interesting to note that the proposed system was working 

correctly. The problem is that due to movement of subject, humans were unable to classify the video 

contents. 

 

Figure 6.21: Markov chain for an image sequence in experiment 3 

 

Figure 6.22: Sequence of images for unsuccessful segmented face in experiment 3 
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Figure 6.23: Sequence of images for segmented facial features in experiment 3 

 

Figure 6.24: Re-recognition of False state from Markov chain in experiment 3 

Experiment 4 

Figure 6.25 illustrates results of experiments conducted on a video clip shown in Figure 6.26. From 

the results it is seen that the Surprise expression was recognised from time t=1 to t=10 by the 

proposed system. However, from the segmented facial images in Figure 6.26, there was no clear 

observation of the surprise expression. The sudden Joy or Surprise was seen to be very similar to 

each other where the mouth is slightly open and eyes were extended to open. Therefore, the 

proposed system detected a Surprise in this case. This experiment was evaluated as unsuccessful 
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detection of the HMM because it recognised Surprise and Joy as a Surprise. There were confusions 

among human observers as to which of the two expressions some of the frames represent. 

 
Figure 6.25: Markov chain for an image sequence in experiment 4 

 

Figure 6.26: Sequence of images for a segmented face in experiment 4 
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Figure 6.27: Sequence of images for segmented facial features in experiment 4 

Experiment 5 

This experiment shows unsuccessful detection of a False state, in that, the detection of facial features 

ware inaccurate. It was observed that subjects moved significantly. Figure 6.28 demonstrates that 

from time t=73 to t=84 the expression were Disgust, while the observation in the video clip in Figure 

6.29 shows that a considerable movement of the candidate affected the facial features detection prior 

to the facial expression detection. This is considered to be an unsuccessful recognition since it did not 

match those of human observers.  

 
Figure 6.28: Markov chain for an image sequence in experiment 5 
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Figure 6.29: Sequence of images for a segmented face in experiment 5 

 

 

 

Figure 6.30: Sequence of images for segmented facial features in experiment 5 

Experiment 6 

The last experiment shows an unsuccessful detection of an expression when the expression in the 

sequence images is not defined as one of the expressions that are addressed in this work. In Figure 

6.31, the HMM recognised a sequence of states from time t=13 to t=16 as a Fear expression. This 

may be observed as semi-drowsy from Figure 6.32. Although, states at t=11, t=12, t=17, t=18 

recognised as Joy by HMM. This was observed from Figure 6.32. It was considered to be an 

unsuccessful recognition human observations were contrary to what the proposed system predicted. 

Thus, the system was in contradiction with human observers. 
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Figure 6.31: Markov chain for an image sequence in experiment 6 

 

Figure 6.32: Sequence of images for a segmented face in experiment 6 

 

 

 

Figure 6.33: Sequence of images for segmented facial features in experiment 6 

6.6.3 Overall performance evaluation of proposed system 

In order to evaluate the performance system a total of 100 video clips were used for the investigation. 

The number of frames contained in each video clip ranged from 45 to 157 frames. The total numbers 

of frames contained in these video clips were 9142 frames. These video clips were applied in turns to 

the proposed system and the recognition rate for each expression was measured. Figure 6.34 shows 

the distribution of recognition rates against various expressions.  
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Figure 6.34: Recognition rate for each expression 

The above Figure shows there is a slight decrease in the performance for recognising the Joy 

expression as compared to Anger and Sadness expressions. The recognition rate for Surprise and 

Fear expressions were 95.1% and 95.6% respectively, while the rate for Disgust was 88.2%. During 

the testing, it was observed that Anger, Disgust and Joy, Surprise were confused slightly with each 

other. This behaviour is similar to human beings as we are not sometimes able to discriminate 

between them or very often confused with them. 

6.6.4 Comparison of proposed classifier with the previous systems 

In the proposed system the expressions were designed based on HMM (see section 5.5.1). The 

design allowed six expressions to be classified. The input data to the HMM classifier consisted of six 

observations. The main goal of the HMM is to recognise facial expressions in video clips. The image 

sequences derived from video clips were processed by extracting facial features that corresponded to 

some expression. These processes consisted of first extracting features from faces which were used 

were used to train the HMM. A different set of features that had not been seen by the HMM were used 

for testing. The parameters for the classifier were computed previously using the Baum-Welch 

algorithm. This allowed six observation vectors to be applied to Viterbi algorithm that calculated partial 

probabilities. These probabilities were used to compute to detect the hidden states (i.e. expressions) 

in the Markov chain. The hidden states are sequences of expressions defined by thresholds that 

represent durations in the Markov chain. For example, if four or more continuous states of an 

expression in the Markov chain are considered a success facial expression is detected.  
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With respect to the use of HMM as expressions’ classifier, several variations of them have been used 

by authors to date. These included Embedded HMM (EHMM) (Zhou et al., 2004), Buried Markov 

Model (BMM) (Cheng et al., 2008) and Dual-HMM (DHMM) (Zhang, 2008) for classification.  

Previous work in facial expressions recognition introduced different feature extraction techniques. 

Hence, different approaches to expressions’ recognition were applied. Loh et al. (2006) used Gabor 

coefficients that were extracted from 18 convolved facial feature located manually for each image. 

Four expressions were used for classification and achieved respectable recognition rate. Their work 

did not consider the input data as time-series rather than they used time-instances of the data. 

Training times were longer due to inherent difficulties in the training of back-propagation neural 

networks.  

Lekshmi and Sasikumar (2008) applied Radial Basis Function Networks as a classifier for their facial 

expression system. Their inputs were derived from Gabor transforms. Four expressions (i.e. happy, 

anger, surprise, natural) were considered in their work. The fourth expression was not considered in 

the work of this thesis. Their results were better as compared to the work of Loh et al. (2006). Radial 

Basis Function Networks are good at classifying in a high dimensional space rather than low 

dimensional space. 

Another method of classification of facial expression is Support Vector Machine (Fan et al., 2008; 

Zhan et al., 2008; Lekshmi and Sasikumar, 2009; Datcu and Rothkrantz, 2007). SVMs are basically 

machines learning algorithms that can be used to discriminate between expressions. In general, 

SVMs have a good performance but they can be extremely slow because of the limitation in speed 

and size in the in training and testing phases. Hence, the problem with SVMs is that, they have high 

algorithmic complexity and extensive memory requirements due to the selection of kernel functions 

parameters (Auria and Moro, 2008). 

Table 6.5 shows comparative results of the performance of classifiers studied in the work of this 

thesis. 
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Table 6.5: Comparison of previous works with the proposed HMM 

Technique Researchers 

X-expressions Average

Recogniti

on 

Rate 

Joy Anger Surprise Sadness Fear Disgust 

The 
proposed 
method 

This thesis 97.2% 99% 95.1% 98.3% 95.6% 88.6% 95.6 % 

EHMM 
Zhou et al. 

(2004) 
90% 77.5% 92.5% 

Not 
given 

Not 
given 

Not 
given 

86.7% 

BMM 
Cheng et al. 

(2008) 
91.7% 93.3% 87.5% 90% 91.7% 88.3% 90.4% 

ANN 
Loh et al. 

(2006) 
94.2% 

Not 
given 

Not 
given 

Not 
given 

Not 
given 

Not 
given 

83.75% 

ANN 
Lekshmi and 
Sasikumar 

(2008) 
96% 75% 90.3% 

Not 
given 

Not 
given 

Not 
given 

87.1% 

SVM 
Datcu and 
Rothkrantz 

(2007) 
79% 85.7% 88.7% 85.9% 

Not 
given 

82.1% 84.28% 

SVM 
Zhan et al. 

(2008) 
85.2% 83.3% 86.3% 78.9% 80.7% 81.6% 82.7 % 

SVM 
Fan et al. 

(2008) 
83.8% 78.9% 93.7% 92.8% 86% 85.3% 86.8% 

SVM 
Lekshmi and 
Sasikumar 

(2009) 
86.5% 

Not 
given 

91.3% 87.6% 
Not 

given 
Not 

given 
88.5% 

The advantage of this work is derived from the ease of calculating the probability of a facial 

expression within a frame. Properties of the Markov chain allow such calculations to be accomplished 

by calculating the current state information from the previous state. Hence, the probability of a facial 

expression existing within the current time can be computed from a previous expression state in the 

proposed HMM system. Such a probability is more efficient to describe the behaviour of facial 

expressions which in effect is time series. 

6.7 Summary 

This chapter discussed a comparative the performance of techniques used in the work of this thesis. 

Face detection was implemented using the FBDA algorithm developed in this work. A comparative 

result in terms of the recognition rate, for face detection, for this algorithm was shown to be 98.2%. To 

evaluate the algorithm, 335 still images were used to test the algorithm. In a subsequent test using 
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240 video clips were used and the recognition rate recorded was 97.3%. The proposed Algorithm 

achieved a high detection rate with less computational cost than previous techniques considered in 

this thesis. The second proposed FFDA algorithm was applied to the detected face images and to 

locate facial features using morphological operations. Distances between the features were computed 

to detect its regions. The proposed algorithm achieved high detection rates of 95.7% and 93.5% for 

still images and video clips respectively without the use of intensive calculations. The mean and 

standard deviations were used to compute facial features from segmented facial parts of video frames 

to built models of expressions. The centoid point of each feature within the expression model was 

computed using of K-means Algorithm. The Euclidean distance is computed between each feature 

point and its centroid feature cluster in the same model expression. This is to distinguish between 

different facial expressions. Finally, the combined techniques were able to successfully achieve a 

recognition rate of 95.6% on the average using 100 video clips.  
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This chapter summarises the progress to date of work undertaken in this thesis in relation to the 

theoretical analysis and design of the proposed facial expression detection system. The principal 

contributions of this research are reviewed. 

In general, facial expression detection is a difficult task due to inherent difficulties in pattern 

recognition and computer vision. It is coupled with face detection specific problems in the mist of 

adverse conditions such as lighting, occlusion and physical changes. This thesis has highlighted two 

main problems that make the analysis of facial expressions by computers more difficult in comparison 

with humans. The first problem is that the computer’s ability to learn or to get trained is still relatively 

undeveloped. Although, psychological and medical sciences have progressed in areas of facial 

expression understanding, the brain structure and its ability to learn, computer researchers have been 

unable to reproduce these processes in machines. The second problem is the immense 

computational requirements and analysis, especially in real time images or video clips in order to 

identify subject’s characteristics. Currently, most computer algorithms to accomplish these are 

computationally expensive and require huge memory. The facial expression analysis problem 

encompasses several factors. These include identifying differences with respect to the similarity 

between expressions, ensuring the reliability of training and test data, identifying differences between 

subjects in terms of facial features and characteristics. This thesis has revealed that, analysis of 

human facial expression consists of four steps: face detection, facial features localisation, features 

extraction and features classification. The development of the proposed facial expression detection 

system was made possible by combining these stages. This task involved the introduction of novel 

algorithms into the proposed system. Challenges and difficulties encountered together with 

experiments conducted to substantiate theoretical concepts were discussed in chapters 3, 4 and 5. It 

has resulted in a system that is capable of detecting and recognising human facial expressions by 

reducing the bulk of processing data. Experimental results indicated in sections 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 

show that the proposed system is accurate despite the human face variation due to gender, ethnicity 

and using a normal lighting condition. The proposed system is designed to detect facial expression in 

the following steps: 

1. Capture the laboratory images under normal room lighting. 

2. Segment the face from the captured images. 

3. Segment the facial parts from the face images. 

4. Compute the Euclidean observation vectors by extracting the facial features based on Mean and 

the Standard deviation.  

5. Classify the Euclidean vectors using HMM based on time series sequence. 

6. Detect facial expression using the hidden states in the Markov chain. 
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The prototype system achieved successfully facial expression detection where the experiments 

conducted with 240 video clips.  

1. 97.3% face segmentation rate. 

2. 93.5% facial feature detection rate. 

3. 88% of successful facial expression detection rate of image sequences. 

4. 95.6% the average recognition rate of instance expressions. 

These results are discussed and compared with existing facial expression detection techniques 

sections 6.3.1, 6.4.1, 6.5.1 and 6.6.4. 

7.1 Research contributions 

This work has contributed to the knowledge in the areas of facial expression detection and computer 

vision by conducting thorough review and comparison of existing methods. New algorithms were then 

developed to allow the stated aims and objectives to be achieved. 

Specifically, this research has introduced four key novelties which have facilitated the creation of the 

proposed system. The research has added knowledge and techniques to the field of image 

processing and machine vision by introducing four novel techniques that are summarised below: 

 Face detection algorithm (EBFDA) 

 Facial features detection algorithm 

 Facial features extraction process 

 Facial features classification 

7.1.1 Face detection algorithm 

A novel algorithm named Ellipse Box Face Detection (EBFDA) has been developed which allows face 

to be detected. This approach is simple for face detection and it is based on skin colour detection. 

Using features of skin colour, detection is significantly faster than other previous work. The 

prosperities of skin regions are utilised by defining the major axis and minor axis of Elliptical skin 

region to estimate the face region. The face region is refined using the height and width of a box 

region, and its centroid point. It has been demonstrated in 6.3 that, the task of the face detection has 

been significantly less expensive computationally. The complexity of computing of parameters of the 

elliptical box region involves fewer operations, no complex numbers, and no exponential function 

computations and simple calculations. Thus, it is capable of providing a quick detection of face using 
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a colour segmentation process. The EBFDA algorithm can be used for any facial applications that 

may require timely human face detection such as facial expression recognition. 

7.1.2 Facial features detection algorithm 

The task of quick and accurate facial feature localisation has been presented as a novel algorithm 

named Facial Features Distance Algorithm (FFDA). It applies morphological operation (i.e. an 

erosion) to detect the eyes within the facial image and searches the darkest features in the upper 

face. As a result the eyes positions are estimated. The mouth position is then estimated by using of 

the distance between the detected eyes. Morphological operations are simple and efficient to 

implement and are not computationally expensive to implement. This algorithm has the advantage 

that the whole face image is not needed in order to establish the positions of mouth and eyes in an 

image. Therefore, it reduces the cost of the computations in the proposed system. Experimental 

results in section 6.4 show that the algorithm is accurate regardless of different face shape due to 

ethnicity and gender.  

7.1.3 Facial features extraction process 

The third contribution of this work is introduced well known statistical methods in relation to facial 

features extraction. The novel feature of the computation is that, it uses mean and standard to extract 

the facial features. In this work, different facial features are discriminated from each other by 

computing their centroid features points based on K-means Algorithm for each expression class. The 

Euclidean distance between the features centroid points and its feature vectors are computed to 

reduce the computational cost. This allows the algorithm to represent image sequences of target 

faces as vector sequences with time constraints. These vector sequences allow the proposed HMM to 

estimate facial expression that over a time span. Thus, the algorithm allows features in the image 

sequences or video clips to be classified by the HMM. 

7.1.4 Multi-observations Hidden Markov Model (MOHMM)  

HMM is a very powerful tool or time-series data analysis that represents the statistical behaviour of an 

observable sequence in terms of hidden states. In the classic HMM, a sequence of observations are 

used to estimate hidden states. There is only one observation for a state at each time in the Markov 

chain. In the work of this thesis, there are six observations for each state at each time because the 

distance vector contains six elements computed from six feature centroids points. Therefore in this 

work, a well established HMM technique is adjusted in such a way that each state probability is 

computed from six observations. Also, the Viterbi algorithm and the forward-backward algorithm are 
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adjusted to allow for the computation of partial probabilities according to the proposed MOHMM. This 

is a more flexible approach for multi-observational time-series data analysis than the classical HMM.  

7.2 Conclusions 

This research included a detailed review of a variety of existing facial expression detection systems 

and proposed new algorithms for face detection and facial feature localisation. These algorithms were 

implemented in a facial expression detection prototype system that can effectively detect expression 

changes in image sequences. The system was based on computer vision and pattern recognition 

techniques. It operated under normal lighting conditions and achieved the facial expression detection 

or recognition through four processes, which were: face detection (EBFDA), facial features 

localisation (FFDA), facial features extraction, and feature classification. The skin colour segmentation 

was used to detect the skin-regions from the background, and then the skin-region properties were 

used to detect and refine the face region. The localisation of facial features was achieved through 

morphological techniques to estimate the eyes and other facial parts’ positions. The distance between 

the detected eyes is computed to estimate the position of the mouth. This was followed by computing 

the mean and standard deviation of all image features within an expression class. Observed 

Euclidean distance vectors were calculated based on features centroid points computed using the K-

means algorithm. These vectors were processed by the proposed HMM to estimate the hidden 

expression states.  

Experiments conducted on EBFDA showed that the algorithm was able to detect 98.2% of faces using 

335 still images and 97.3% using 240 video clips. On tests conducted on FFDA, 95.7% detection rate 

was measured for 329 still images whilst 93.5% for 200 video clips. It needs mentioning that, these 

two algorithms formed the basis of the proposed system. Therefore, extra care was taken to ensure 

that they worked correctly. The proposed facial expression detection system achieved an average 

successful detection rate of 95.6% based on 100 video clips containing 9142 frames. Each video clips 

contained instances of all expressions (i.e. Joy, Anger, Disgust, Fear, Surprise and Sadness). 

The proposed HMM processes multiple observations at each time in the Markov chain. Thus, it 

represents facial expressions as time-series and thus can be used for behavioural analysis. It detects 

facial expressions as multiple observation features in a time span instead of a single feature. This is a 

demonstration that, the aim and objectives stated in section 1.3 has been achieved. 
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7.3 Research limitations 

1. The work of thesis focused on the detection of the universal facial expressions that were 

defined by the psychologist (Ekman, 1992) which are Joy, Anger, Disgust, Fear, Surprise and 

Sadness. Emotions are not considered in this research as they require Psychologist’s input. 

2. The facial expression is detected by analysing facial expressions based on eyes and mouth. 

Other techniques such as gaze tracking (Zhang and Ji, 2005) and head motion (Zhu and Ji, 

2006) are not considered in this work.  

7.4 Future work 

7.4.1 Facial feature tracking  

In this thesis, four different techniques related to computer vision are discussed. Face detection, facial 

features localisation and facial features extraction are important factors for facial expression detection 

system. For future work, it is necessary to integrate the proposed system with tracking information for 

real-time facial expression detection. Adding the facial features’ tracking will increase the detection 

rate of the proposed system and overcome the head movements’ problem associated in this work. 

Features’ tracking will produce more accurate features localisation and hence reduce the 

unsuccessful detection and increase the successful rate of the facial expression system.  

7.4.2 Facial expression detection system for possible applications 

Two applications were investigated for facial expression detection. There are: estimation of student 

emotional state in Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) and estimation of emotional states in medial 

assessments on examinee’ doctors.  

Intelligent Tutoring Systems: The proposed system could contribute to the analysis of the student’s 

cognitive and emotional states during the testing of their knowledge. Estimating emotional states can 

be performed by facial expression analysis. For example, if a student is happy as they answer 

questions correctly, then the ITS can congratulates them and make the future questions harder. If the 

student is angry, the ITS can provide encouragement and give them easier equations. Thus, if an ITS 

can have the ability to correctly detect and understand human facial expressions in order to improve 

its efficiency. 

Medial assessments: The facial expression analysis system can be used as an ideal tool for 

observing a trainee doctor’s facial emotions in order to quantify their ability to communicate with the 

patients or colleagues. Another important aspect of the facial expression analysis is that, it can be 

incorporated within a knowledge-based medical assessment system to evaluate doctors’ attitudes and 
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behaviours. Such a system could be focused on the doctor’s face to observe their behaviour while 

attitudes are deduced from the facial expressions. Such as system can provide improved assessment 

mechanism (e.g. in reducing the time taken for the assessment) over existing ones where all 

behavioural assessments in the medical field are conducted visually (Rees and Knight, 2007; Yera, 

2009). 

7.4.3 Application of Hidden Markov Model using Dynamic Bayesian Network  

It is interesting to note that the Hidden Markov Model can be considered as the simplest Dynamic 

Bayesian network (DBN). DBN is capable of analysing time-series data and can capture features’ 

dependencies and uncertainties (Tong et al., 2007). Therefore, extracted features in this work could 

be applied to DBN to analyse image sequences and estimate hidden states. To use DBNs to model 

the dynamic aspect of a facial expression, the DBN model could consist of interconnected Bayesian 

networks each representing static time. The first order Hidden Markov model can be used to link two 

neighbouring time of static Bayesian networks. The DBN classifier is not considered in this work, but 

could be an interesting technique in the future research for facial expression recognition. 
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Appendix A: Elliptical-Box Facial Detection Algorithm (EBFDA) 

Elliptical-Box Facial Detection Algorithm 

Input : Image Im 

Output: Image NewFaceRegion 

 

Function Face_Region (Image) 

 

           Compute skin Regions 

           Label connected components in binary image 

 

           FOR Num SkinRegions  

  Calculate the Major axis of the ellipse region 

  Calculate the Minor axis of the ellipse region 

  Calculate the Ellipse_Ratio  

                          // Examine the properties of elliptical skin region 

  IF (300 <= Major <=150) AND (200 <= Minor <=100)  

       AND (2.2 <= Ellipse_Ratio <=1.0)  

                              { 

                                //The skin region is classified as face region 

        FaceRegion = SkinRegion  

                                // Refine the detected s face region 

                                Call Refine_Face_Region(FaceRegion,Im,Ellipse_Ratio) 

                             } 

  ELSE  

             Discard the SkinRegion 

              ENDIF  

          ENDFOR  

 

ENDFUNCTION 
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Function Refine_Face_Region (FaceRegion, OrigionalImage, Ellipse_Ratio) 

 

Calculate the centroid point of the face region (Cx,Cy) 

Calculate the Box_High of the FaceRegion 

Calculate the Box_Width of the FaceRegion 

Calculate the Box_Ratio of the FaceRegion 

Calculate the upper left corner of the bounding box (Cx_Box,Cy_Box)  

NewBoxRegion = [Cx_Box,Cy_Box, Box_Width, Box_High] 

 

             // reduce the face region by remove unwanted skin such as neck and forehead 

// // Examine the properties of face region 

IF ( Box_Ratio > 1.6 AND (2.2 <= Ellipse_Ratio <= 1.8)) 

  NewBox_High =1.6 * Box_Width 

          // re-shift the centroid point of the face region  

CY = CY – (Box_High- NewBox_High) 

  NewBoxRegion = [Cx_Box,Cy_Box, Box_Width, NewBox_High] 

 ENDIF 

 

 FaceRegion = crop (FaceRegion, NewBoxRegion) 

NewFace = crop(OrigionalImage, NewBoxRegion) 

RETURN FaceRegion,NewFaceRegion,NewCentroidpoint(Cx,CY) 

 

ENDFUNCTION  
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Appendix B: Facial Features Distance Algorithm (FFDA) 

Facial Features Distance Algorithm 

Input : Image NewFaceRegion 

Output: Image Lefteye, Righteye, Mouth 

 
Function FacialFeatureLocalization (NewFaceRegion) 
 

Erode the greyscale image (NewFaceRegion) 
 
Divide the upper part of eroded image into two parts  (LeftUpperFace,RightUpperFace) 

 
            // Compute the position of the Left eye 

FOR (LeftUpperFace) do 
MinLeftEye=min(UpperLeftFacePixels) 
FOR(N_UpperLeftFacePixels) 

   IF (LPixel= MinLeftEye) 
   LEyepixels= sum(LEyepixels,LPixel) 

ENDIF 
  ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 
MeanLEyepixel=mean(LEyepixels); 
 
// Compute the position of the Right eye 
FOR(RightUpperFace) 

  MinRightEye= min(UpperRightFacePixels) 
FOR(N_UpperRightFacePixels) 

   IF (RPixel= MinRightEye) 
   REyepixels= sum(REyepixels,RPixel) 

ENDIF 
ENDFOR 

ENDFOR 
MeanREyepixel=mean(REyepixels); 
 
 // Compute the distance between the eyes 
 EyesDistance= MeanREyepixel- MeanLEyepixel 
 
// Compute the mouth position 

             MeanEyesj=mean([MeanjREyepixel,MeanjLEyepixel]) 
             MeanEyesi=mean([MeaniREyepixel,MeaniLEyepixel]) 
             Mouthposition= (MeanEyesj, MeanEyesi+ EyesDistance) 

 
             Call FeaturesBoundaries (NewFaceRegion, MeanLEyepixel, MeanLEyepixel,   
                                                       Mouthposition, EyesDistance) 

 
RETURN Lefteye, Righteye, Mouth 
 

 ENDFUNCTION 
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Function FeaturesBoundaries(NewFaceRegion,MeanLEyepixel,MeanLEyepixel,Mouthposition 
                                                     ,EyesDistance) 
 
Return Lefteye, Righteye, Mouth 
 
  

// compute the width and Height of the Left eye and Right eye 

We=2*EyesDistance/3 

He=2*EyesDistance/3 

 

// compute the Left eye rectangle coordinate 

XL= MeanjLEyepixel-EyesDistance/3 

YL= MeaniLEyepixel-EyesDistance/3 

EyeLeftRect=[ XL, YL, We, He] 

// crop Left eyes 

Lefteye=crop(NewFaceRegion,EyeLeftRect) 

 

//  compute the Right eye rectangle coordinate 

XR= MeanjREyepixel-EyesDistance/3 

YR= MeaniREyepixel-EyesDistance/3 

EyeRightRect=[ XR, YR, We, He] 

//  crop Right eyes 

Righteye=crop(NewFaceRegion,EyeRightRect) 

 

//  compute the width and Height of the Mouth 

Wm= EyesDistance 

Hm= 2*EyesDistance/3 

//  compute the Mouth rectangle coordinate 

Xm= MeanEyesj-EyesDistance/2 

Ym= MeanEyesi+3*EyesDistance/4 

MouthRect=[ XM, YM, Wm, Hm] 

// crop Mouth 

Mouth=crop(NewFaceRegion,EyeLeftRect) 
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RETURN Lefteye, Righteye, Mouth

 

ENDFUNCTION 

Appendix C: The computations of facial features vectors of X-classes 

 
Figure C.1:  The computation of facial features vectors of Anger model 

Surprise Model

SurpriseLEyes=[µLefteyes,σLefteyes]

SurpriseREyes=[µRighteyes,σRighteyes]

SurpriseMouths=[µMouths,σMouths]

 
Figure C.2:  The computation of facial features vectors of Surprise model 

 
Figure C.3: The computation of facial features vectors of Sadness model 
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Figure C.4: The computation of facial features vectors of Fear model 

 

 

Figure C.5: The computation of facial features vectors of Disgust model 
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Appendix D: The computation of K-means of Right Eyes and Mouths feature 

clustering 
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Appendix E: The Baum-Welch algorithm for estimating a HMM parameters 

Initial parameters of the HMM are re-estimated by using Matlab® Baum-Welch functions after the 

forward and backward probabilities are computed. The Baum-Welch algorithm learns and updates the 

parameters from the training data. The updates functions can be found in Bilmes (1998); Durand and 

Hoberman (2009).  

To update HMM parameters, Baum-Welch updating functions are used. The Baum-Welch is method 

of training HMM parameters, which is an iterative method based on two forward partial probability α(t) 

and backwards partial probability β(t) at time t. The probability of being in state SX at time t for the 

state sequence can be defined as: 
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where  tx  are the first parameters at time t for each X-class.  tx  and  tx  are the partial 

probabilities of forward algorithm and partial probabilities of backward algorithm respectively at time t. 

The probability of being in state Si at time t and being in state Sj at time t+1 can be also expanded as: 
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where  tij are the joint probabilities of Si→Sj at time t. α and β are the partial probabilities of 

forward algorithm and partial probabilities of backward algorithm respectively at time t. aij  A which 

are transition matrix, bji  B which are emission matrix. 

Having the intermediate parameters  tx  and  tij  are used to update and re-estimate the HMM 

parameters (i.e transition probabilities, the emission probabilities). 

The transition probabilities are calculated as: 
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The emission probabilities are calculated as: 
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( )kib  is observed over a symbols Ot equal toOk relative to the expected total number of times in 

state Si. 
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Appendix F: The skin colour distribution of different models in the chromatic 

colour space 

(A): the chromatic red. (B): the chromatic green. 

(C): the cluster of chromatic red and green 
(D): the cluster of chromatic red, green and 

blue. 

Figure F.1: The skin colour distribution of 10 samples in chromatic colour space 
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(A): the chromatic red. (B): the chromatic green. 

(C): the cluster of chromatic red and green. 
(D): the cluster of chromatic red, green and 

blue. 

Figure F.2: The skin colour distribution of 80 samples in chromatic colour space 
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(A): the chromatic red. (B): the chromatic green. 

(C): the cluster of chromatic red and green. 
(D): the cluster of chromatic red, green and 

blue. 

Figure F.3: The skin colour distribution of 200 samples in chromatic colour space 
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Appendix G: Partial probabilities of facial feature parts from frame 55 to 66 

Frame 
No. 

Partial Probabilities 

PJoy PAnger PSurprise PSadness PFear PDisguest 

55 0.0264 0.0342 0.0614 0.0261 0.0589 0.0188 

56 0.0337 0.0416 0.0438 0.0436 0.0417 0.0111 

57 0.0080 0.0107 0.0624 0.0020 0.0351 0.0551 

58 0.0418 0.0119 0.0614 0.0288 0.0231 0.0098 

59 0.0235 0.0403 0.0535 0.0119 0.0268 0.0301 

60 0.0075 0.0141 0.0368 0.0240 0.0364 0.0157 

61 0.0182 0.0386 0.0614 0.0515 0.0166 0.0456 

62 0.0215 0.0365 0.0566 0.0067 0.0550 0.0511 

63 0.0163 0.0014 0.0371 0.0266 0.0195 0.0101 

64 0.0112 0.0264 0.0435 0.0374 0.0294 0.0059 

65 0.0021 0.0399 0.0437 0.0043 0.0200 0.0333 

66 0.0409 0.0255 0.0605 0.0449 0.0512 0.0332 

 

 


